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betrayal, victory, and death. We play to find out if the fleeing crew can thrive amidst the threat of gangs full of abominations, powerful nobles, vengeful ghosts, Bluecoats of the CityWatch, and siren songs of ugliness itself. SETTING The game takes place in the cold and foggy town of Doskvol (aka Duskwall or theDusk). It's an industry in its development. Imagine a world like ours during this industrial revolution in the 1870s — there were trains, steamboats, printing, simple electrical technology, trains, and black smoke chimneys everywhere. Doskvol is something like a
mashup of Venice, London and Prague. It's full of house-lines, detours, and criss-crossed withhundreds of small waterways and bridges. It's a fantasy, too. The world in eternal darkness and haunted haunted the aftermath of a catastrophe that destroyed the sun and broke the Gate of Death a thousand years ago. The imperial cities were each surrounded by surrounding lightning towers to prevent vengeful spirits and twisting horrors from the plains of death. To power this huge obstacle, titanic metal ships of leviathan hunters were sent out of Doskvol to extract
electroplasmic blood from the terror of a great demon in the ink-dark Void Sea. You're in a haunted Victorian town trapped inside a wall of lightning-powered demon blood. 11 The whole point of all this is to create a pressure-cooker environment for our 2 escape criminals. Travelling outside the lightning barrier is a very bad idea, so it's impractical to leave town and wait for the heat to die after you pull the score. Everything players choose to do has consequences for their characters and shifts the balance of power around the city — pushing the action to sandbox style
roleplaying games. For a complete guide to Doskvol, see page 237.PLAYER BASICS Each player creates a character and works with other players to create a crew where their characters are located. Each player strives to animate their character as an attractive and courageous one who achieves boldly beyond their current safety and means. This is the core responsibility of the players: they engage with the premise of the game, looking for exciting opportunities for evil in a haunted city — taking great risks against powerful enemies and sending their characters into
danger. The players team up with Game Master to build tone and style of play by making judgment calls about mechanics, dice, and action consequences. The players are responsible as co-writers of the game with gm. For more information, see Player Best Practices, page 182. CHARACTERS The men seek to expand their crew from a ragtag group of poor independents to a serious criminal organization with established turf. They do this by taking illegal jobs from clients, planning their own devious missions, making alliances, destroying their enemies, and trying to stay
one step ahead of the law. There are several types of characters to choose from, each representing a different style: Cutters intimidate fighters. Stalking is a stealth intruder. Sniffer dogs are deadly snipers Slide is a manipulator and spy. and trackers. Spiders are cunning masterminds. Whispers are adept at arcane. Leeches are tinkerers, alchemists, and saboteurs. Character types are not unique. You can mix and match, or play a crew that's all based on one type. It's up to you. For more information, see Character Creation, page 51. THE CREW In addition to creating
characters, you'll also create a crew by choosing which types of criminal companies to You explore. The crew gets their own character sheet, just like the player's character. Killers are killers for hire. Hawkers sell illegal products. A Cult Cult A forgotten god. Smugglers transport contraband. Bravo is and blackmail. Shadows are thieves and spies. The type of crew is not limiting (you can pursue a variety of activities); it's there to help focus the game. For more information about the crew, see the 91.1THE GAME MASTER OVERVIEW GM page building a dynamic world
around the characters, especially the corrupt and evil city rulers and the cruel and desperate criminal world. GM plays all the non-player characters in the world by giving one concrete desire and preferred method of action. GM helps organize the game conversation so that it points to interesting game elements. GM is not responsible for the story and does not want to plan the event in advance. They present exciting opportunities to the players, then follow a chain of actions and consequences wherever they lead. For more information, see Running Games, page
187.PLAYING A SESSIONSo, what is it like to play? A Blades in the Dark session is like an episode of a TV. There are one or two main shows, plus maybe some side story elements, all of which match the ongoing series. Game sessions can take anywhere from two to six hours, depending on group preferences. During the session, the crew teamed up to choose a criminal score to achieve (either by getting a job from the NPC or by creating their own operation), then they made several rolls of the dice to jump into the score progress action. The PC takes action, suffers
consequences, and completes the operation (successful or unsuccessful). Then the crew has downtime, where they recover, chase-project, and indulge their ugliness. After downtime, the players once again see new opportunities or create their own goals and pursuits, and we play it to find out what happens next. Certain game sessions are usually one score and the following downtime, plusexploration and the discovery of new opportunities. As your group gets closer to the game, you may be able to pack more into the session, even doing two goals on the night of play.
After a dozen sessions or so, you might decide to take a break in thestory flow and start season two—perhaps with a slightly different castof character and a new starting situation. BEFORE YOU BEGINRead this book once through. You won't immediately understand everything until you see it play. You won't get all the rules right the first time. It's okay; the rules will make more sense when you read them again after you play. The Blades in the Dark system is designed to be studied as an ongoing process —every time you playyou'll get better until everything is second.
You may be the only person in the game group who reads the book — that too, but then it's on you to everything to other players, so that's the job you take. You can send everyone a link to the PDF Player Kit onbladesinthedark.com, if the player wants to see it before. 3THE (3THE) (3THE) What other players need to do, is buy into the idea of the game. 4 Tell them it's a game about daring in an industry-haunted fantasy town. Name some familiar touchstones (see list below). It's like Peaky Blinders, but there are also some magical things and strange ghosts. If their eyes
haven't lit up, maybe this game won't click with them. That's fine. You can always play a different game with that person at a different time. You want to have a full purchase of your player. Read the initial situation again (page 204) and get a good grip on the important factions involved, what they want, who runs it. Alternatively, feel free to create your own initial situation— enough to throw the group into a state of interest right from the gate. You don't want everyone sitting there, excited to play, and then saying, So... what do you want to do first? The initial situation keeps
the momentum high at the beginning. For more information, see Getting Started With Games, page 201. TOUCHSTONES When you throw a game at a potential player, here are some media touchstones that you can use to connect the game with things they already know. TV: Peaky Blinders, by Steven Knight et al. The Wire, by David Simon et al. Spartacus (especially the second season) by Steven S. DeKnight et al. Narcos, by Chris Brancato, Carlo Bernard, and Doug Miro, et al. Books: Vlad Taltos Novels (Jhereg, etc.), by Steven Brust. The story of Fafhrd and Grey
Mouser, by Fritz Leiber. Locke Lamora's lie, by Scott Lynch. Best Served Cold, by Joe Abercrombie. Video Games: Thief: The Dark Project and its sequel, by Looking Glass Studios. The series was defamed by Arkane Studios. Bloodborne by Hidetaka Miyazaki and From Software. Film: Crimson Peak, by Guillermo del Toro. The New York gang, by Martin Scorsese. Ronin, by John Frankenheimer. Heat and Thief, by Michael Mann. Furnace Room Lullaby theme song by Neko Case. WHAT YOU NEED TO PLAY Players: two to four. Plus one Game Keep book is useful for
reference. Master. Some blank paper and index cards A handful of six-sided dice. At least six. for notes and sketches. Pencils and printed copies of character markers. playbooks, crew sheets, and Nice drinks and snacks. This is a reference sheet + map (available at social events, after all. bladesinthedark.com).1MAKING THE GAME YOUR OWN OVERVIEWRoleplaying is, in essence, an expressive action. Everything in this book existsto help you and your friends express themselves by creating collaborative socialifions about brave crews. You have interesting things to
say, and it is my job to inspire you and maybe also show some interesting thingsI have come up with, too. But it is It's my job to tell you exactly what to say about it all. Some elements of the game's setting are meant to appear in the game, as an actof invention and creative interpretation. I didn't come straight out and and You're all about the nature of ghosts, for example. There are several possible misunderstandings, from which you are free to pick and choose as you go along — create your own game as you do. Once the game is played, it's yours and yoursalone's. You
don't look to anyone. This book is a distillation of best practices and useful elements. It is one of the thetripod legs that forms the basis for successful play: Books, your group, and the online community. Roleplaying is a social and formative art form, and as such, the benefits are enormous from video recorded from games and the active online community of the discipline. If something about the game feels elusive to you, jump on YouTubeand watch another group do it and maybe it will make it click. We all learn differently. This text is most useful for people who learn by
reading. TheOnline community is good for people who learn with discussions. And videos are great for more hearing or social learners. Visit bladesinthedark.com for links to online communities and ofactual video playback. 5THE BASICS1 core system 6 THE CONVERSATION Roleplaying game is a conversation between GM and the players, punctued by roll of the dice to inject uncertainty and surprising turns. GM presents a fictional situation in which the player's character finds themselves. The players determine their character's actions in response to the situation. GM
and the players together assess how the game system is involved. The result of mechanics then changes the situation, leading to a new phase of conversation — new situations, new actions, new judgments, new reels — creating ongoing fiction and building the game's story, organically, from a series of discrete moments. No one is responsible for the story. The story is what happens as a result of the situation presented by GM, the actions the characters take, the mechanical results, and the resulting consequences. The story arises from the unexpected collision of all
these elements. You play to find out what the story will be. JUDGMENT CALLS Because roleplaying is a collaborative and expressive action, not a purely strategic effort, you should make a judgment call. By making this choice, the gaming group together builds a unique style, tone, and fictional form for their sample game. Blades in the Dark is designed to bring this judgment call to the forefront and make it an explicit tool of the game. As you play, you'll make some key scoring calls. Everyone contributes, but either the players or the GM get a final say for each: Which
action makes sense as a solution to the problem? Can this guy shake his ass? Should we get out the tools and play around with these old rusty locks, or maybe also secretly The players have the last word. How dangerous is it and how effective is the action given in these circumstances? How risky is this? Can this person be swayed very little or much? GM has final say. Which consequences are to manifest danger under certain circumstances? Did this fall off the roof break your leg? Have the Bluecoats just become suspicious or have they already got you stuck? GM has
final say. Does this situation call for roll of the dice, and which one? Are you in a position to make an action roll or should they first make a roll of resistance to get the initiative? GM has final say. Which events in the story match the triggers of the experience for the progress of the characters and crew? Do you express your character's beliefs, encouragement, heritage, or background? Tell us. The players have the last word. The special selections you make will create a unique Blades in the Dark shape. You'll say something about the world and the characters, about crime
fiction, and even about the human condition. What would you say? There's only one way to find out. ROLLING THE DICE 1THE CORE SYSTEM 7Blades in the Dark uses six-sided dice. You roll up several at once and read the highest result of thesingle. If the highest death is 6, it's a complete success — everything goes well. If you roll over one 6, it's a critical success —you get some extra advantages. If the highest death is 4 or 5, it is a partial success — you do what you are trying to do, but there are consequences: problems, dangers, diminished effects, etc.If the
highest death is 1-3, it is a bad result. Everything's going badly. You may not achieve your goals and you suffer complications as well. If you need to roll but you have zero (or negative) dice, roll two dice and take a single lowest result. You can't roll critically when you have zero dice. All the dice systems in the game are expressions of this basic format. When you know the game, you can always collapse back into a simple roll to assess how it all goes. Find the right rules later when you have time. The most common result is 4/5: partial success. This means that your
character will tend to succeed, but at a cost — you'll rarely get away with it. Blades in theDark is a game about underdog characters who are above their heads. Dicemechanic reinforces this by making some of the plant's successes again and again. This is a good thing! The problem is where the fun of the game takes place. To create a set of dice for a roll, you'll use properties (such as Finesse or YourProwess or Your crew level) and pick up dice equal to their rank. You will usually end up with one to four dice. Even one die pretty good in this game — a 50% chance of
success. The most common trait you will use is the rating of the actions of the player's character. A player may roll the dice to rank their Skirmish action when they enemies, for example. There are four types of reels that you use most often in game:Action roll. When your PC tries a dangerous or inconvenient action, you create a scrolling action to find out how it happened. The roll of action and its effects and consequences drive most of the game. See the 18.Downtime roll page. When the PC is in their spare time after work, they can do activities in relative security. You
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make downtime rolls to see how much they can do. See the 153.Fortune roll page. GM can make a rolling fortune to deny decision-making and leave something to chance. How loyal is npc? How many plagues spread? How much evidence was burned before the Bluecoats kicked in the door? See page 34.Resistance roll. A player can make a rolling fight when their character suffers consequences they don't like. Roll tells us how much stress their character suffers to reduce the severity of the consequences. When you resist the danger of broken legs, you take some
stress and now it's just a sprained ankle instead. See page 32.THE BASICS1 THE GAME STRUCTURE Blades in the Dark has a structure to play with, with four sections (see diagram on the right). By default, the game is in free games — characters talk to each other, they go places, they do things, they make reels as needed. When the group is ready, they choose the target for the next criminal operation, then choose the type of plan to hire. This triggers a roll of engagement (which sets the situation when the operation begins) and then the game shifts to the score
phase. See page 125 for more details. During the score, the PC involves the target—they make reels, overcome obstacles, call flashbacks, and complete the operation (successful or not). When the score is over, the game shifts to the downtime phase. During the downtime phase, GM engages systems for payment, heat, and engagement, to determine all fallout from the score. Then each PC gets their downtime activities, such as pampering their representatives to relieve stress or working on long-term projects. See page 145 for details on downtime. When all downtime
activities are complete, the game returns to free play and the cycle begins again. Phases are conceptual models to help you organize the game. They are not meant to be rigid structures that limit your choices (this is why they are presented as blobs of amorphous ink without hard edges). Think of phases as menu options to match whatever you're trying to achieve in play. Each phase fits a different purpose. During free play, the game is very fluid — you can easily skip several events in a quick montage; Characters can spread out in time and space, doing things as they
please. As you move on to the score phase, everyone leans forward and knows that it's time to focus and get the job done. The camera zooms into the action, obstacles to obstacles, as each challenge is faced. The players use flashbacks to avoid time and set the preparations invisible. Then when the score ends and you shift to downtime, the pressure dies. PCs are safe and can enjoy a short break from danger to recover and regroup before they jump back into the play cycle again. 81 play free THE GAME STRUCTURE Character Action Scenes &amp;amp;
Consequences of Collecting Information Select Target Select Plan Plan Heat, Entanglements Downtime Activities Return to Free Play Engagement Roll scoreActions &amp;amp; Consequences Flashbacks 91 actions &amp;amp; attributesTHE BASICS ACTION RATINGS Attune Command There are 12 in-game actions that Consort player characters use to overcome obstacles (see list on the right). Finesse Hunt Each action has a rating (from zero to 4) that tells you how many Prowl dice to roll when you perform that action. Non-Skirmish action ratings represent only
skills or training—you're free to describe how your Study character performs those actions based on the type of person surveyed. Maybe your character is good at Command because their Sway has a scary health for them, while other characters bark Tinker commands and intimidate people with their military pads. Wreck You chooses which actions to take to overcome obstacles, by describing what your character is doing. Actions that do not fit the situation may be less effective and can put the character in more danger, but they can still be tried. Usually, when performing
an action, you'll perform a roll action to see how it goes. Your ACTION ROLL creates an action roll when your character is doing something potentially dangerous or inconvenient. The possible result of the action roll depends on the position of your character. There are three positions: controlled, risky, and desperate. If you are in a controlled position, the consequences may be less serious. If you are in a desperate position, the consequences can be severe. If you're somewhere in between, it's risky — it's usually considered the default position for most actions. For details
on the Action Roll, see page 18. If there is no danger or problem at hand, you do not make an action roll. You might make a fortune roll (page 34) or a downtime roll (page 153) or GM would just say yes—and you achieved your goal. ATTRIBUTE RANK INSIGHTS There are three attributes in the game system that players overcome characters to withstand adverse consequences: Insights, Proficiency, and Overcome. Each attribute has a rating (from zero to 4) that tells you how many dice to roll when you use that attribute. The rank for each attribute equals the number of
points in the first column below that attribute (see for example, on the right). The more complete your character is with a specific set of actions, the better the attribute rank. Attribute 101RESISTANCE ROLL ACTIONS &amp;amp; ATTRIBUTESEach rejects different types of hazards. If you are stabbed, for example, you resist physical harm by rating your Proficiency. Resistance rolls are always reduced or fend off bad results —but the better your rolls, the stress at no cost to reduce avoid danger. When the enemy has a huge advantage, you have to do a resistance roll
before you can take your own action. For example, when you duel a sword-fighting master, he disarms you before you can attack. You need to make a resistanceroll to keep holding your knife if you want to attacked him. Or maybe you face a powerful ghost and try to Attune with it to control his actions. But before you can make your own scrolls, you must resist being possessed from the spirit. GM assesses enemy threat levels and uses these preemptive resistance rolls as needed to reflect the enemy's extremely dangerous capabilities. For details on Resistance Rolls,
see page 32.example action &amp;amp; attribute ratingsinsight This character has a Hunt action rating of 1,     hunting their Insight attribute rank is 1 (point study column    first).survey         They also have Prowl 1 and Skirmish 2. Their attribute rank of Greatness is 2.prowess    proficiency    prowl   skirmish    wreckresolve    attune    command    consort    sway 111stress &amp;  TRAUMA STRESS &amp; TRAUMASTRESSPlayer the characters in Blades in the
Dark have a special backup for andluck fortitude called stress. When they suffer the consequences that they do not want to accept, they can take on stress instead. The result of the resistance roll (see page 32)determines how much stress costs to avoid bad results. During a knife fight, Daniel's character, Cross, is stabbed in the chest. Daniel rolls up his Prowess rating to fight back, and gets 2. It costs 6 stresses, minus 2 (the result of a roll of resistance) to withstand the consequences. Daniel marks 4 stresses and describes how Cross survived. GM rules that the danger
is reduced by the roll of resistance, but not avoided completely. Cross suffers from a level 2 hazard (Chest Wound) instead of a level 3 hazard (Punctured Lung). PUSHING YOURSELF can use stress to push yourself to greater performance. For each bonus you do below, take 2 stress (each can be selected once for a specific action):Add +1d to your roll. (It can be used for action rolls or downtime reels or other types of reels where extra effort will help you) Add a level of +1 to your effect. (See Effects, p. 24.) Take action when you're paralyzed. (See Consequences, page
30) The ability to push yourself to +1d means you effectively have at least 1d inevery action as long as you have the stress to burn. Even 1d gives you a 50/50 chance of success. This is the essence of luck in the game system. Even when you're in a bad place, trying to do something you don't have training experience, you can dig deep and give yourself a chance. (A much better chancethan rolling 2d and taking the lowest when you have zero point.) It's important to remember this! Some players tend to forget and ignore actions they have zero point. Well, I can't do that. I
don't have any I have to roll 2d and take the worst. Ugh. As long as you have the stress to burn, you can get 1d and give any action a decent shot. TRAUMAWhen PCs tick their last stress box, they suffer a degree of trauma. When you experience trauma, circle one of your trauma conditions such as Cold, Reckless, Unstable, etc. Everything is described on the next page. When you suffer trauma, you are taken away Action. You are left to die orotherwise down from the current conflict, only to return later, shakenand drained. When you come back, you have no stress and
your representative has been satisfied for the next downtime (see Vice on page 156). 13A BASIC1 The trauma condition is permanent. Your character acquires a new personality indicated by the condition, and can gain xp by using it to cause problems. When you mark your fourth traumatic condition, your character cannot continue as brave. You have to retire them to a different life or send them to jail to take a fall to the level the crew wants. (See Pensions, page 43 and Hold, p. 148). Cold trauma conditions: You are not moved by emotional attraction or social bonding.
Haunted: You often get lost in reverie, reliving the horrors of the past, seeing things. Obsessing: You're fascinated by one thing: activity, a person, an ideology. Paranoid: You imagine danger everywhere; You can't trust anyone else. Reckless: You have little respect for your own safety or best interests. Soft: You lose your edge; You become sentimental, passive, gentle. Unstable: Your emotional state is volatile. You can instantly get angry, or fall into despair, act impulsively, or freeze. Ferocious: You're looking for opportunities to hurt people, even for no good reason. You
can play your traumatic condition as much or as as beautiful as you like. They can really change your character's persona or just have a small impact — it's up to you. However, if you play it strong, allowing a traumatic condition to complicate your character's life, you get xp for it. (See Progress, p. 48.) STRESS &amp;amp; SUPERNATURAL Encounters close to spirits or demons are a terrible experience. By default, the standard effect is to paralyze a person with their fear or panic to escape from his presence. PCs can choose to freeze or escape or make resistance rolls
with Resolve to ignore the effect. Characters with a lot of exposure to spirits, such as Whispers, Rail Jacks, and occult become less vulnerable and only face fear or panic from very powerful entities. Possessed spirits cause a degree of trauma at the end of each week. After the possessed body suffered its fourth level of trauma, she was no longer able to sustain her life. The spirit that has to bond with the corpse (become a vampire) or leave it and find a new host. Mind-bending horrors (such as the physical manifestations of forgotten gods) may have an added effect on
vision (in addition to causing viewers to freeze or escape). You can choose to reject it too, as usual. When you see glorious horrors Woe, you stand frozen in place while enveloping you, and you want to drink deep from its dark essence. The 141st hour progress clocksa progress clock is a circle divided into segments (see examplesat right). Draw hours of progress when you need to track ongoingeffort against obstacles or or problems to come. Sneak into the Bluecoat Watch tower? Create clocks to track the alert level of guards on patrol. When the PC suffers the
consequences of partial success or missed reels, fill the segment on the watch until the alarm is raised. Generally, the more complex the problem, the more segments in the hours progress. A complex hurdle is the 4 hour segment. A more complicatedobstacle is a 6-hour. The scary hurdle is the 8 o'clock segment. The effect level of the action or state used to check the segment on the clock (see Effect Level, page 24). It is GM's job to tick the clock so that it reflects the thefictional situation. If your PC makes a lot of progress, the clock has to bet a lot. This comes with
practice, by assessing the level of effect correctly. But you always feel free to adjust the playing hours to better reflect the situation. You usually can't fill the clock with a single action effect. This is by design. If the situation is simple enough for one action, do not create hours, only assess theoutcome based on the level of effect of the action. When you create a clock, make it about obstacles, not methods. The hours for infiltration should be Interior and Tower Patrols, not Sneaking Past Guards or Climbing Towers. Patrols and towers are obstacles — PCs can try to
overcome them in a variety of ways. Complex enemy threats can be broken down into layers, each with its own regressive clock. For example, Lampblacks headquarters may have PerimeterSecurity clocks, Interior Guard clocks, and Bazso Office Security clocks. The crew had to walk through all three layers to reach Bazso's spersonal safe and the whisky collection inside. Remember that the clock tracks progress. It reflects fictional situations, so groups can measure how they do. Clocks are like speedometers in a car. Itshow the speed of the vehicle — does not
determine the speed.simple obstaclesNot every situation and obstacle takes hours. Use the clock when the situation is complicated or layered and you need to track things over time—otherwise complete the action results with a single roll. Examples of hours of progress follow. It's not a complete list. Use them the way you want them! 15THE BASICS1 GM hazard clock can use the clock to represent progressive hazards, such as suspicions growing during seduction, the proximity of hunters in pursuit, or the alert level of guards on patrol. In this case, when complications
occur, GM ticks one, two, or three segments on the clock, depending on the degree of consequence. When the clock is full, danger comes to fruition — guards hunt intruders, activate alarms, release sniffer dogs, etc. (See Consequences, page 30.) race hours Create two opposite hours to represent the race. PCs may have hours of progress called Escape while Bluecoats has clocks called Cornered. If your PC finishes their hours before fill them up, they, Go. Otherwise, they are cornered and can not escape. If both are complete at the same time, the PC escapes to their
nest, but the hunting Bluecoats are outside! You can also use racing hours for environmental hazards. Perhaps the PC tried to finish the search clock to find the lock box on the sinking ship before the GM filled the sinking clock and the ship went down. linked hours You can create a clock that unlocks another clock after it fills. For example, GM might make a linked clock called Stuck after the Alert clock is filled. When you fight a veteran fighter, he may have hours for his Defense and then hours related to Vulnerable. Once you've tackled the Defense clock, then you can try
to tackle vulnerable clocks and beat them. You may affect your watch by force in a knife fight, or you lower its defenses with deception if you have the chance. As always, the method of action is up to the players and the details of the fiction are there. GM mission clocks can create clocks for time sensitive missions, to represent the window of opportunity you have to complete them. If the countdown runs out, the mission is rubbed or changed—the target passes, the household wakes up for the day, etc. the tug-of-war hours you can create hours that can be filled and
emptied by events, to represent the situation back and forth. You might make a Revolution clock! which shows when the refugees of Skovlanders began to riot over the mistreatment in Doskvol. Some events will tick the clock up and some will tick it. Once filled, the revolution begins. The tug-of-war is also perfect for the ongoing turf war between two crews or factions. Some long-term projects will take a long time. Basic long-term projects (such as fiddling with new features for devices) are eight segments. Long-term projects (such as creating a new designer drug) can be
two, three, or even four hours, representing all phases of development, testing, and final completion. Adding or subtracting hours depends on the details of the situation and the complexity of the project. The long-term project 16A is a good catch for dealing with unusual player goals, 1PROGRESS CLOCKSincluding things that avoid or change elements of mechanics or settings. 17For example, by default in the game, trauma is permanent. But perhaps a player wants to work on a project in which they create a device to draw traumatic spirit energy into the ghost field,
thereby reducing character trauma and unleashing an angry ghost storm in the area. It will be a long and dangerous process to organize everything necessary to start and work on a project like this, but almost anything can be tried as long as the group is interested and seems feasible to everyone.the clocksEach faction faction has a long-term goal (see factional writing, page283). When the PC has downtime (page 145), GM ticks thefaction clock forward that they In. In this way, the world around the dynamics of PCsis and things happen that they are not directly
connected, changing the overall situation in the city and creating new opportunities and challenges. PCs can also directly affect the clocks of NPC factions, based on their mission and the scores they perform. Discuss known factional projects that they might help orinterfere with, and also consider how PC operations can affect NPC clocks, whether players are intended or not. PROGRESS CLOCKS IN PLAYInfiltrating Strangford House The bastards sneak into Lord Strangford's house to steal hispersonal log books (where he keeps secret maps and huntingmethods for his
leviathan hunting vessels — worth a bit of luck to the right buyers). GM is making progress hours for warning level warnings of Strangford's personal staff and bodyguards. He made 4 hours because it was a single house, not a large estate — just a few suspicious events that would use the whole place. During the operation, Silver rolled into Prowl through the first floor and rolled 4/5. He passes it, but the complication is a tick on the watch hour. GM ticked it once to represent the threat level of the kitchenstaff downstairs — they were not security trained, so limited effects
were called for. Then, when Cross rolled 1-3 on a desperate move to sneak into the strangford suite, GM filled three segments — the Lord's bodyguard was Tier IVprofessionalssionals and an expert at seeing problems. It's filling the clock! When crosseases the door opens, he is set by a pair of bodyguards first, while others attempt to rush Strangford (and his precious book!) behind the road. Attacking Red Sashes it invades the lair of Red Sashes, ina final showdown to see which group will survive to control the drug market in Crow's Foot. GMmakes hours to the strength
of each gang. When the red PC took action and suffered the consequences, GM ticked the crew's belt to show the fading power and morale of each side. When one side of the sclock is filled, they have reached breaking point — will they escape, surrender, or fall into suicidal rage? Basics1 action rolls when the player's character does something challenging, we create an action roll to see how it turns out. A challenging action if there are obstacles to PC purposes that are dangerous or inconvenient in some way. We don't make action roll unless the PC is tested. If their
actions are something we expect them just to achieve, then we don't make the action roll. Each game group will have their own idea of what it means to challenge. This is good! This is something that sets the tone and style of your Blades series. To make the action roll, we go through six steps. In play, they flow together somewhat, but let's take a break here for clarity. 1. Players state their purpose for action. The player selects the action rating. 3. SET GM position to roll. 4. GM sets the effect level of the Action. 5. Add bonus dice. 6. Players roll the dice and we rate the
result. 1. Players state their goal Your goal is a concrete result that your character will achieve when they overcome the obstacles faced. Maybe your goal is I want to get into the manor house or maybe I want to see who comes and goes at home. In both cases, the problem is home guard patrols. Guards are challenging obstacles that may be dangerous or troublesome for your PC. Usually the purpose of the character is quite clear in context, but it is GM's job to ask and clarify the purpose when necessary. You punched him in the face, right? Okay... What do you want to
get out of this? Do you want to take him out, or just rough him up so he'll do what you want? 2. The player chooses which action rating the Player chooses which action rating to scroll, following from what their character is doing on the screen. If you want to roll up your Skirmish action, then fight. If you want to scroll your Commands action, message someone nearby. You can't scroll a specific action rating unless your character is currently performing that action in fiction. There are definitely some gray areas here, where overlapping actions and goals can be tried with a
variety of approaches. This is by design. If your goal is to hurt someone with violence, you may be Skirmish or Hunt or Prowl or Wreck, depending on the situation at hand. If your goal is to upset and scare off enemies, you may be Commando or Sway or Wreck. It's a player's choice. See page 166 for more information about ranking actions. 181 ACTION ROLL3. gm set the positionOnce players choose their actions, GM set the position to roll. Theposition represents how dangerous or inconvenient the action may be. There are three positions: controlled, risky, and
desperate. To select a position, THEGM looks at the profile for the position below and chooses one that most rivals the situation in hand.positionscontrolled you have a golden opportunity. You're exploiting the dominant advantage. You are set to succeed.risk you go head to head. You're acting under pressure. You take a chance.desperately you're in serious trouble. You're overreacting. You're trying a dangerous maneuver. By default, roll actions are risky. You won't be rolling if there's no riskinvolved. If the situation seems more dangerous, make it desperate. If it seems
harmless, keep it under control. 19THE BASICS1 Choosing a position is an important valuation call and style choice for your 20 games. A more controlled roll of action means generally a safer and more dominant one. More desperate action reels give the game a gritty, underdog-like feel. There are no ironclad rules on how to choose a position. This to be an expressive element of the game. Make a choice that feels right for you and the rest of the group. If you've ever been unsure about which position to choose, ask another player. As As if you are baiting a particular
position, ask the GM what you might do to get it, or ask them to clarify the situation to explain their options. It's risky? I thought it would be controlled. I know this barkeep is supposed to be a tough old buzzard, but he's not a real threat to me, is he? No, I think the danger is in the situation instead. You're in a common room in front of everyone, ordering barkeep to hand over protection money that he's supposed to pay grinders. Who knows if someone in that room might decide to step up and play the hero, or to get the good side of Grinders? It's an uncertain environment.
Maybe if you confront that person alone, it's more of a controlled position for you. Or maybe if you take the gang with you and make a show of strength in front of everyone. As GM, you have the final say over position to roll, but explain and clarify the necessary things, especially when you start. By discussing the position (and how it might be better or worse) you will help everyone build a better view of the fictional situation in the eyes of their minds and get the same page about the tone of the game. You will also set a precedent that players can build to make better
decisions in the future. Ah, so we got the Empress's scrolls controlled when we won and had their dinner and showed them how friendly we were. Noted. 4. GM sets the level of effect of GM assessing the degree of possible effects of this action, given the factors of the situation. Basically, the level of effect tells us how much of this action can be achieved: will it have limited, standard, or large effects? The level of effect is described in detail in the next section, starting on page 24. GM options for effect levels and positions can be heavily influenced by a player's action rating
options. If a player wants to try to make new friends by ruining something—well... maybe it's possible, but GM wouldn't be crazy to say it's a desperate roll and may have limited effects. Looks like hanging out would be a lot better for that. Players are always free to choose the action they perform, but that doesn't mean all actions should be equally risky or powerful. 5. Add bonus dice you can usually get two bonus dice for your action roll (some special abilities might give you an additional dice bonus). For one dead bonus, you can get help from teammates. They take 1
stress, say how they help you, and give you +1d. See Teamwork, page 134. For another dead bonus, you can push yourself (take 2 stress) or you can receive Devil's Bargain (you can't dice for both, it's one or the other).1 THE DEVIL'S BARGAINPCs in Blades are recklessly addicted to destructive ugliness —they do not perform actions in their own best interest. To reflect this, GM or other players could offer a dead bonus if you receive Devil's Bargain. Common Devil's Bargainsinclude:Collateral damage, unintended harm. Sacrifice coin or item. Betray a friend or or One.
Offend or anger a faction. Start and/or tick a troublesome clock. Add heat to the crew from evidence or witnesses. Suffer harm. Devil's Bargain happens regardless of the reels. You make thedeal, pay the price, and get a dead bonus. There may not be any interesting Devil'sBargain in every situation. If someone doesn't happen to anyone right away, that's fine. I know our gangs are savages — if we leave them alone here with the hostages, who knows what they're going to do. I'll get all in their faces and order them to keep their slag hands' off. Oooh, I got Devil's Bargain.
You can take +1d but you go too far with your intimidation and threats this time. I'll start a new 4 hours called... 'The Gang Fights Back' and tick three times. Mess with them this hard again, and you'll have a bunch of savages in your ass. Good. I love it! Maybe I'll try to uncheck those few hours in downtime... Some players like to be a little posh or creative with Devil's Bargains, use them to rewrite a little situation, create something new in the tenarrative flow, or highlight the character's weaknesses. Someone here is a member of your old platoon—one you left to die. One of
the devotees became obsessed with you. Your character doesn't realize it, but one of the boats moored at the dock you burned turned out to be your poor uncle's eel fishing boat. Spent this much time during a meeting in a drug den... Looks like you're going to have to overindulge yourself here, huh? Don't push this bargain too hard if players don't like this kind of narrative. It's fun for some and annoying for others. Devil's Bargain has always been a free choice. If you don't like it, just reject it (or change it so you can consider taking it). You can always just push yourself to a
dead bonus instead. If that's ever necessary, GM has an end to say where Devil's Bargains are valid. 21 BASICS1 6. roll the dice and rate the result 22 Once the goal, action rank, position, and effect have been set, add the bonus dice and roll the set of dice to determine the result. (See a set of possible results, by position, on the next page.) Action roll does a lot of work for you. It tells you how well the characters perform as well as how serious the consequences are for them. They may succeed at their actions without any consequences (at 6), or they may succeed but
suffer consequences (on 4/5), or perhaps all wrong (at 1-3). At 1-3, it's up to GM to decide whether the PC's actions have an effect or not, or even if it happens at all. Usually, the action simply fails completely, but in some it may make sense or more interesting for the action to have an effect even on results 1-3. Oskarr Attunes to the satanic entity he found in the secret handle of the leviathan hunting ship. The scroll is 1-3. GM may say that Oskarr failed to attune to The power of the devil, and the counterattack of desperate failure manifest as psychic danger, level 3. But it
would be much more interesting if the attunement happened, and Oskarr was confronted with this terrible entity, mind-to-mind, right? Oskarr touches the ancient object, and the twisting madness in it overwhelms him. She suffers from a level 3 psychic hazard, sure, but also gets a new 6 hours: Get rid of this Nightmare Demon Vision. Each list of 4/5 and 1-3 results suggests consequences for the character. The worse your position, the worse the consequences. GM can cause one or more of these consequences, depending on the state of the action roll. The consequences
are described in detail on page 30. PCs have the ability to avoid or reduce the severity of the consequences they suffer by rejecting them. See page 32 for details on the resistance. When you tell the action after roll, GM and players collaborate together to say what's happening on the screen. Tell us how your vault crossed over to another roof. Tell us what you told the Inspector to convince him. GM will tell us how he reacted. When you face the list because of Red Sash, what does your fighting style look like? Etc. ACTION ROLL SUMMARY A player or GM calls to roll.
Create scrolling actions when your character performs dangerous or inconvenient actions. Choose actions that match what characters in fiction do. GM sets the position and level of action effects. Position selection and effects are heavily influenced by the player's action choices. Add up to two bonus dice. 1) Help from teammates. 2) Push yourself (take 2 stress) or accept Devil's Bargain. Roll the dice pool and rate the result. The players and GM recounted the action together. GM has final say over what happened and caused consequences as called for by the position
and results of the roll. ACTION ROLL 1 23 1d for each controlled rating point Action. You act on your terms. You are exploiting a dominant advantage.+ +1d if you have Help. Critical: You do so with increased effects. 6: You do it.+ +1d if you Push 4/5: You hesitate. Drag and try your own different ROLL ACTION – or – you approach, or do so with minor consequences: accept the devil's small complications occurring, you have reduced the effect, Bargain. You suffer from lower danger, you end up in a risky position. 1-3: You falter. Press by seizing risky opportunities, or
withdrawing and trying different approaches. risk you going head to head. You act under fire. You took a chance. Critical: You do so with increased effects. 6: You did it. 4/5: You do it, but there are consequences: you suffer danger, complications occur, you have reduced the effect, you end up in a desperate position. 1-3: Things Bad. You suffer danger, complications occur, you end up in a desperate position, you lose this opportunity. your desperation overreach your abilities. You are you serious problems. Critical: You do so with increased effects. 6: You did it. 4/5: You
do it, but there are consequences: you suffer severe harm, serious complications occur, you have reduced the effect. 1-3: This is the worst result. You suffer severe harm, serious complications occur, you lose this opportunity to act. NPC ROLLSSince DOUBLE-DUTY does not roll for their actions, roll the action performs a double task: it completes the action of the PC as well as any NPC involved. A single roll tells us how the action interacts and which consequences are generated. At 6 p.m., PC winsand has their effect. On 4/5, this is a mix —both PCs and NPCs have
theireffect. At 1-3, NPCs win and have their effects as a consequence on PC.1 effectsTHE BASICS In Blades in the Dark, you achieve the goal by taking action and facing the consequences. But how many actions does it take to achieve a specific goal? It depends on the degree of effect of your action. GM assesses the level of effect using the profile below. Which one best suits the action at hand—great, standard, or limited? Each effect level shows the questions to answer for that effect, as well as how many segments should be checked if you use progress hours. the
degree of effect of your large tick reaches more than usual. How did the extra 3 effort materialize? What additional benefits do you enjoy? your standard achieves what we expect as normal with these 2 actions. Is that enough, or is there more left to do? limited you achieve partial or weak effects. How is your impact 1 reduced? What efforts are left to achieve your goals? ASSESS FACTORS To assess the degree of effect, first start with your gut feeling, given this situation. Then, if necessary, assess three factors that can modify the level of effect: potency, scale, and
quality. If your PC has an advantage in certain factors, consider a higher level of effect. If they have a disadvantage, consider the reduced level of effect. Potential Factors potentially consider certain weaknesses, take extra time or greater risk, or influence arcane strength. The electrical discharge from lightning hooks is potent against ghosts. The supernatural power of ghosts is potent against humans. Intruders are stronger if all the lights go out and they move in the dark. Quality level represents the effectiveness of tools, weapons, or other resources, usually summarized
by tiers. Fine items count as +1 bonuses in quality, piling up with Tiers. Arlyn took the keys to a safe run by circle of flames. His crew is Tier I and he has a good key key — so he's effectively Tier II. The circle is Tier III. Arlyn loses in quality, so the effect will be limited to the key. The scale of the scale represents the number of opponents, the size of the area scope of influence, etc. A larger scale can be an advantage or a loss depending on the situation. In battle, more people are better. When infiltrating, more people become barriers. 241When 241When factors, the level of
effect can be reduced below limited, so that EFFECTin has no effect—or increases beyond large, resulting in extreme effects. If the PC's special capabilities give it a +1 effect, it starts playing after the GM assesses the level of effect. For example, if you end up with zero effects, the +1 effect bonus of your Bodyguard Cutter abilities will crash them up to limited effect. Also, remember that PCs can push themselves (take 2 stresses) to get a +1 effect on their actions. See page 13.For a master table of sample factors, see Magnitude on page 220. Every factor doesn't always
apply to every situation. You also don't need to do proper accounting. Use factors to help you make stronger judgment calls—don't feel seen by them. DOMINANT FACTORIf one effect factor overshadows the other, the side with that advantage dominates the situation. It doesn't matter if you have a smooth sword and extra effect if you try to fight 20 people at once. Their scale dominates the battle and you are left with a very clear effect, or no effect at all. The same principle applies to impossible actions. Una wants to tear down the stone guard tower that Paku Perak uses
as a nest. He said, I took my sledgehammer in there and I destroyed it, crushed it with stone by stone. Ha! I rolled a crit! Great effect! Obviously, this is not possible. One cannot destroy a stone tower with a sledgehammer. We know it's inherently ridiculous, like jumping over the moon. But this is also encoded in the effect factors. The tower is dominant in quality, scale, and potency. Unless the factors are countered somehow, Una's effect level was zero before she started. No matter what he rolls for his actions, he won't have an effect. This concept is useful when assessing
other situations that are very difficult (but achievable). Let's imagine instead that Una is facing the devil. He wants skirmish with it, by engaging with his sword and dagger. It's akin to knocking down a tower with a sledgehammer. Even at critical, GM says, you manage to land a solid blow to the creature's skull, but there are no wounds and your hands pulsate with the impact of steel on its scaly skin. In other words, zero effect! (At 1-3, gm might say, The creature put your sword aside, gripped you in its terrible grip, and broke your spine in half. Serious. Don't mess with the
devil.) But this situation is not entirely hopeless. There must be a way to fight the devil. This is where the effect factor can help understand the situation. If the devil is dominant in quality, scale, and potency, then the PC can try to understand its factors, and take action to overcome them. What is vulnerable to demons? They can use it to potential (and seize that advantage for themselves). What scale is that? They need to bring in more troops. Etc. The effect factor is a way to codify the situation into several key factors making it easier to talk about what needs to be
changed sequentially have the desired effect. 25THE BASICS1 TRADING POSITION FOR EFFECT Once factors are considered and GM has announced the level of effect, players may want to trade positions for effect, or vice versa. For example, if they are going to make risky rolls with standard effects (the most common scenario, generally), they may want to push their luck and make desperate rolls but with great effect. This kind of trade-off is not included in the effect factor because it is not an element that GM should assess when setting the level of effect. However,
once the level is set, you can always offer trade-offs to players if it makes sense in the situation. I roam the courtyard and vault over the walls, hiding in the shadows by the canal pier and the Lyssa gondola. I don't think you can cross in one quick dash. Page scale is a factor here, so your effects will be limited. Let's say you can be halfway through with this action, then you have to wander through the other half of the space (and the rest of the guards there) to reach the other side. I didn't realize it was that far. Okay, what if I leave as fast as I can. Can I get all the way across
if I make a desperate roll? yes, that sounds good to me! EFFECTS IN FICTION EFFECTS is not just a matter of level names or ticking clock segments. After the action scrolls, when you tell the result, answer the effect question by describing what's happening on the screen. The answer to the question will tell the group what the new situation will look like, creating a natural bridge to further action. For simple actions, the effect level determines the final result. Have you achieved your goals in part, completely, or with great effect? For more complex constraints, GM created
hours of progress to track the efforts made to overcome it. You tick a number of segments on the clock depending on the degree of effect of your action and the factors involved. When you fill the clock, obstacles are overcome. See Hours of Progress, p. 15. For example, if a player says I pushed him and ran away, it might be a simple act. This will have limited, standard, or great effect on the enemy, resulting in a new situation. Enemies may be slowed down (limited), knocked down their legs and delayed in pursuit (standard), or even hurt by strong (great) throws—
depending on the assessment of existing factors. If the player says, I engaged this man in a knife fight to the death, that's probably a more complex obstacle. GM creates clocks for the threat level, then there are several reels of action to complete the fight, each ticking the clock according to the level of effect (and risking the consequences of each outcome). Go with your gut and use simple or complex obstacles as often as you like, playing moments. None its hard and fast for what is simple or complex. 261WHY WE DO THIS EFFECT The reason we rate the effect is to
set expectations and make fiction fiction obviously, so everyone is on the same page. You tangled with Nest enforcer, knife to knife. Do you inflict sad mortal wounds? Did you just give them a superficial piece? Why do you have the effect you have? How could it be worse? How could it be better? By assessing the effects and describing them in fiction, the players understand the progress they are making and how much they are at risk. By understanding, this group understands how many actions (and risk consequences) it takes to achieve their goals. Maybe superficial
pieces are all you need to prove your point. Perhaps nothing short of death will be enough. After every instance of action, effect and consequence, the players know where they stand, and canmake tells the decision about what to do next. If you've played roleplaying games or other video games, you may be familiar with the concept of hit points for characters or progress bars during boss fights. The effect system in Blades is this type of pacing mechanic, abstracted so that it can apply it to any kind of situation, from combat, to social manipulation, investigation,
arcanepowers, infiltration, whatever! Each action has an explicit effect that everyone in the game can understand—either resolving the current situation so we can move on to the next one, or improving progress toward the current goal. CONSEQUENCESWhen the PC suffers the effects of an enemy or a dangerous situation, it is called a consequence. The consequences are companion effects. PCs have an effect on the world around them and they suffer consequences in return for the risks they face. See page 30 for details on the consequences and how they impact the
player's character. 271setting &amp;positioning; &amp;POSITION SETTINGS effect; The GM effect sets the position and effect to roll action at the same time, after its players provide what they do and choose their actions. Typically, Risky/Standard is the default combination, modified by the action used, the strength of theopposition, and effect factor. When you first start learning the game, you may step through the process of withsome deliberation, but after a little practice, you will be able to set the position and effect with a quick gut feeling that can then be tweaked if the
PC has specificities or items or some other element to consider as a special case. The ability to assign positions and effects as independent variables gives you nine combines to choose from, to help you convey a wide variety of fictions. For example, if facing alone against a small enemy gang, the situation is possible: He fights the gang straight up, rushes into their midst, hacks deep in the wild Skirmish. In this case, threatened by greater power lowers the to show greater risk, and the scale of the gang reduces its effect (Desperate / Limited). He fights gangs from choking
points, like narrow alleys where their numbers can't overwhelm him at once. He's not threatened by some in the so the risk is similar to a one-on-one fight, but there are still many enemies to deal with, so the effect is reduced (Risky / Limited). He didn't fight the gang, instead tried to maneuver past them and ran away. He is still under threat from many enemy attacks, so his position is worse, but if the open ground and gangs can not easily correlate it, then the effect for escape is not diminished (Despair / Standard). If he has some direct way to escape (such as jumping on a
fast train), then the effect may even increase (Desperate / Great). The gang didn't realize it yet — he was set up in a sniper position on a nearby roof. He shot one of them. Their larger number is not a factor, so the effect is not reduced, and he is not immediately in danger (Controlled / Great). Perhaps instead he wants to fire a salvo suppressing the fire against the entire gang, in which case their scale applies (Controlled/Limited). If the gang is on guard for potential problems, its position is more dangerous (Risky / Great). If the gang is alerted to snipers, then the effect can
be reduced further, as they spread and take cover (Risky / Limited). If gangs are able to gather fire cover while they fall back into a safe position, then things are even worse for us (Desperate/Limited). Consequences 291 &amp;amp; harm to basic enemy actions, bad circumstances, or the result of a Reduced Effect roll can have consequences on the PC. There are five types of Complications (on the right). Missed Opportunity Certain circumstances may result in one or more consequences of a Worse Position, depending on the situation. GM Harm determines the
consequences, following the fiction and style and tone set by the gaming group. reduce the effect These consequences indicate performance impairment. Pc actions are not as effective as they anticipated. You hit him, but it was just a flesh wound. He received a fake invitation, but he'll be watching you all night. You can scale the wall, but it's running slow—you're only halfway through. These consequences basically reduce the level of effect of PC action one factor after another taken into account. Complications These consequences represent new problems, mounting
hazards, or threats. GM may introduce an immediate problem that results from the action now: the room is on fire, you are stripped, the crew takes +1 heat from the evidence or witnesses, you lose status with the faction, the target avoids you and now it is a chase, reinforcements arrive, etc. Or GM might tick the clock for complications, instead. There may be hours for the alert level of the guards at home. Or maybe GM created a new watch for the suspicions of the noble guests at the masquerade party and ticked it off. Fill in one tick on the clock for minor complications or
two ticks for standard complications. Serious complications severe: reinforcements surround and You, the room catches fire and falling ceiling beams block the door, your weapon is damaged, the crew suffers +2 heat, your target escapes from view, etc. Fill three ticks on the clock for serious complications. Do not cause complications that negate successful scrolls. If your PC tries to corner an enemy and gets 4/5, don't tell them that the enemy is running away. The player's scroll succeeds, so the enemy is cornered... maybe the PC had to wrestle them into position and
during the squabble the enemy grabbed their gun. missed opportunities These consequences represent a shift in circumstances. You have a chance to achieve your goals with this action, but it slips away. To try again, you need a new approach—usually a new form of action or a change of circumstances. Maybe you tried to skirmish with the nobles to trap him on the balcony, but he avoided your maneuvers and jumped out of reach. If you want to trap it now, you should try it another way —perhaps by shaking it up with your childish charm. 30worse position
1CONSEQUENCES, HARM 31 These consequences represent a loss of control over the situation — the action takes you to a more dangerous position. Maybe you made the leap across to the roof later, only to end up hanging with your fingertips. You haven't failed, butyou haven't made it, either. You can try again, back rolling in new, worse. It is a good consequence to choose to show increased action. Asituation may go from being controlled, to being risky, desperate because the act of playing out and the PC getting deeper and deeper into trouble.Danger These
consequences represent a durable god (or death). When you suffer, recording specific injuries on your character sheet is equal to the level of danger you suffer. If you suffer from a smaller danger, record it in the bottom row. If you suffer damage, write it in the middle row. If you suffer severe harm, record it in the top row. See examples of hazards and hazard trackers, below. Your character suffers the penalty shown at the end of the line if any or all harmrecorded in that line applies to the situation at hand. So, if you have the danger of being drained and battered in the
bottom row, you will suffer less effects when you try to escape from the Bluecoats. When you are distracted by danger at the top (severe danger, level 3), your character is paralyzed and cannot do anything without the help of others or pushing yourself to perform actions. If you need to mark the hazard level, but the row is already filled in, the hazard moves to the next row above. So, if you suffer from standard hazards (level 2) but have no free space in the second row, you should note the severe damage (level 3), instead. If you run out of space in the top row and need to
mark the danger in your character suffers disasters, permanent consequences (loss of limbs, sudden death, etc., depending on the circumstances). danger needs This character has three hazard reliefs: Shattered Right Leg3 Crushed Right Leg -1d (level 3) plus Drained and Reduced Battered (level (level If their effects suffer from the danger of another level 1, it will rise to level 2. If those1 Drained Battered suffer another level 3 hazard, it will move to level 4: Fatal.danger exampleFatal (4): Electrocuted, Drowned, Stabbed in the Heart.Severe (3): Impaled, Broken Leg, Shot
in the Chest, Severely Burned, Scared.Moderate (2): Fatigue, Deep Cut into Arms, Concussion, Panic, Seduced.Less (1): Battered, Drained, Disturbed, Scared, Confused.Dangers such as Drained or Exhausted can be good repelled consequences if anyone threatens the PC (such as when they spend all night studying them , looking for clues about Lord Scurlock's weakness before he attacks). BASIC Durability1 &amp;amp; armor 32 When your PC suffers consequences that you do not like, you can choose to reject it. Just tell GM, No, I don't think so. I turned it down.
Resistance is always effective automatically —GM will notify you if the consequences are reduced in severity or if you avoid it completely. Then, you'll do a resistance roll to see how much stress your character is suffering as a result of their resistance. You create a roll using one of your character attributes (Insight, Prowess, or Resolve). GM chooses attributes, based on the nature of the consequences: Insight: The consequences of fraud or understanding. Prowess: Consequences of physical tension or injury. Overcome: The consequences of mental tension or willpower.
Your character suffers from 6 stresses when they fight, minus the highest dead result of the resistance roll. So, if you roll 4, you will suffer from 2 stresses. If you roll 6, you will suffer zero stress. If you get critical results, you also relieve 1 stress. Ian's character, Silas, is in a desperate battle with several Red Sash duels and one of them lands a punch with their sword. Because the position was desperate, GM posed a severe danger (modified by other factors). They told Ian to record the dangers of level 3, intestines pierced on Silas sheets. Ian decided to withstand the
danger, instead. GM says he can reduce harm by one level if he refuses. Ian rolls 3d to attribute Silas's Prowess and gets 5. Silas takes 1 stress and the danger is reduced to level 2, Cut into Ribs. Typically, roll resistance reduces the severity of the consequences. If you are going to suffer fatal danger, for example, a roll of resistance will reduce the severe danger, instead. Or if you get complications when you sneak into a manor house, and the GM will mark three ticks on your watch, he'll only mark two (or maybe one) if you resist complications. You can only roll over to
the given consequences once. GM also has the option to rule that your character is really Consequences. For example, maybe you're in a sword fight and the consequences are getting stripped away. When you refuse, GM says that you avoid that consequence entirely: you continue to hold your weapon. By adjusting which consequences are reduced vs. avoided, avoided, GM sets the overall tone of your game. For a bolder game, most of the consequences will be avoided. For a more grittier game, most of the consequences will only be reduced by resistance. GM can
also threaten several consequences at once, so players can choose which ones to reject (and make reels for each). He stabbed you and then jumped off the balcony. Level 2 is dangerous and you lose the chance to catch it with battle. I would refuse to miss an opportunity by grappling with him when he attacks. He could have stabbed me, but I didn't want to let him escape. 1RESISTANCE ROLL you reduce or avoid the effects of consequences (GM choose). 1d for each Attribute rating. Suffered 6 stress minus the highest death result. Critical: Clear 1 stress.
RESISTANCE &amp;amp; ARMOROnce you decide to reject the consequences and roll, you suffer from the stress shown. You can't roll over first and see how much stress you'll take, then decide if ornot to resist. ARMORIf you have the kind of armor that applies to this situation, you can mark the protective box to reduce or avoid consequences, instead of scrolling to fight. Silas takes level 2 danger, Cuts to the Ribs, and the fight is not even over, so Ian decides to use Silas' armor to reduce the danger. He marks the armor box and the danger becomes level 1, Bruises. If
Silas wears heavy armor, he can mark the second box of armor and reduce the danger again, to zero. When the armor box is marked, it cannot be used again until it is restored. All your armor is restored when you choose your load for the next score. SeeLoadout, page 57.DEATHThere are several ways that PCs die:If they suffer fatal level 4 damage and they don't reject it, they die. Sometimes this is a choice that players want to make, because they feel it makes no sense for the character to survive or it seems appropriate for their character to die here. If they need to
record the danger at level 3 and it is already filled, they suffer catastrophic consequences, which may mean sudden death (depending on the circumstances). When your character dies, you have an option: you can create a new one to play with. Maybe you're promoting one of the NPC gang members to your PC, or creating a new character joining the crew. You can transfer your character to the Ghost playbook and continue as a spirit. Ghost characters can later become Hull or Vampires through drama. See page 213 for details on spirit characters. 33THE BASICS1
fortune roll 34 The fortune roll is a tool that GM can use to deny decision making. You use the lucky roll in two different ways: When you need to make a determination pc situation is not directly involved and do not want to just decide the result. The Lampblacks attacked the Red Sashes. How did that turn out? GM made a lucky roll for the Lampblacks and another for the Red Sashes. Lampblacks get good results but Red Sashes get limited effect. GM decided that the Red Sashes lost their medicinal nest, but the Lampblacks suffered some in battle. When the outcome is
uncertain, but no other reel applies to the situation at hand. As he stacks up the alchemist's workshop, Nock is possessed by a vengeful ghost. As his body control slipped away, Nock took a random potion bottle and drank it. Will arcane quarries affect spirits? Will it poison Nock to death? Who knows? GM made a rolling fortune to see how it turned out. When you make a lucky roll you can rate the ranking of any trait to determine the set of roll dice. When factions take action with uncertain results, you can use their Tier rankings to make a rolling fortune. When gangs
operate independently, use their quality ratings for lucky rolls. When supernatural powers manifest with uncertain results, you may use their magnitude to roll out fortunes. When your PC collects information, you might make a fortune using their action rankings to determine how much info they get. If none of the traits apply, roll 1d for sheer luck or create a pool of dice (from one to four) based on the situation at hand. If the two parties directly oppose, make a fortune for each party to see how they do it, then assess the outcome of the situation by comparing their
performance levels. The lucky roll is also a good tool to help GM manage all the moving parts of the lively city of Doskvol. Sometimes a quick roll is enough to answer a question or inspire an idea for what might happen next. Another example of a lucky roll: THE PC incites a war between two factions, then sits down and watches the fireworks. How did it turn out? Do both sides dominate? Are they both made vulnerable by conflict? Make some lucky rolls to find out. Strange diseases, cold sleep, sweeping the city. How badly was Crow's leg in the plague? GM determined the
extent of the arcane outbreak, and made a rolling fortune to assess the extent of its contamination.1FORTUNE ROLL Critical: Results of extraordinary/ Large, extreme effects. 1d for each Properties rating. 6: Good results / Standard, full effect. 4/5: Mixed results / Limited, partial effects.+ +1d for each Major 1-3: Bad / Poor results, slight effects. Advantage.- -1d for every Major FORTUNE ROLL Disadvantage.The Hound risked a good spot and made a sniper shot against Bazso Baz when he entered his office. Hunt's controlled rolls were successful, but influential enough to
directly kill gang leaders? Instead of making the clock progress to Bazso's death, gm decided to use a simple roll of luck with his toughness as a trait to see if he might be able to survive the attack. The scroll is The bullet missed his heart, but hit him in the lung—it was a mortal wound. He was at the door of death, with only hours to live, unless the Lampblacks could get expert fisicker to him in time. Inspectors put the case together against the PC crew. How quickly will their evidence result in an arrest? The desired level of crew counts as major major for inspectors. The PC
faces off in battle with the veteran leviathan hunter captain and his crew. A wave of fighting went in support of the PC, and many crew members were killed. One of the players asked if the captain would give up on forgiving the rest of his crew life. GM's not sure. How cold is this veteran hunter's heart? He stared a giant demon in the eye without blinking... Is there anything left of man in him? GM makes a 2d luck rolling for human feelings to see if a spark of compassion remains in the heart. If so, perhaps one of the PCs can scroll to the Empress, Sway, or Tell her to back
off. 35THE BASICS1 collects information 36 The flow of information from GM to the players about the fictional world is very important in roleplaying games. By default, GM tells players what their characters, suspects and intuits feel. But there's too much going on to say everything — it's going to take forever and be boring too. The players have the tools they want to more fully investigate the fictional world. When you want to know something specific about the fictional world, your character can gather information. GM will ask how your characters collect info (or how they
learned it in the past). If that is common knowledge, GM will only answer your questions. If there are obstacles to the discovery of the answer, a roll of action is called for. If it is not common knowledge but there are no obstacles, a simple roll of luck determines the quality of the information you collect. For example, if you decide to take Avrick's powder dealer and order him to talk, you could ask, Where did he get his supply? Avrick isn't hard enough to stand up for you, so it's a simple luck roll to see how much he talks. At 1-3, he admitted that he got his supply from Red
Sashes. On 4/5, he also told you that he worked for Sashes because they forced him. At the age of 6, he also revealed the time and place that he took deposits every week. At critical, he'll even tell you the secret that he discovered: Sashes got the drugs from a diplomatic courier from Iruvia. Any attempt to gather information takes time. If the situation allows, you can try again if you initially did not get all the info you wanted. But often, the opportunity is fleeting, and you'll only get one chance to scroll for a specific question. Some examples of questions are at the bottom of
the character sheet. GM always answers honestly, but with a level of detail according to the level of effect. The most common information gathering action is surveying the situation to reveal or anticipate what is happening and studying someone to what they want to do or what they really think. Sometimes, you have to maneuver into a position before you can gather information. For example, you may have to wander into a good hiding place first and then learn the cult when they perform their dark rituals. investigation Some questions questions too complex to immediately
answer with a single scroll of information gathered. For example, you might want to find a network of contraband smuggling routes that Nest uses throughout Duskwall. In this case, GM will tell you to start a long-term project that you are working on during downtime (see page 154). You track an investigative project using hours of progress. Once the clock is filled in, you have the evidence you need to ask some questions about the subject of your investigation as if you were having a huge effect.1GATHER INFORMATIONAsk questions and Great: you get amazing details.
GATHERING INFORMATIONmake a roll of action or complete information and follow-up questionsa fortune roll. GM can expand into related areas or reveal more of your thananswers honestly, you hope to.with a standard level of detail: you get good details. Clarifying dandepending on the follow-up effect of the question is possible.level. Limited: You get incomplete or partial information. More information gathering will be required to get all the answers. &amp;EXAMPLES; QUESTIONYou may attune into the ghost field to see echoes of recent spirit activity. Is there a new
ghost here? How can I find a good spirit that calls them? What should I worry about? You might order a local barman to tell you what he knows about a secret meeting held in his back room. What the hell is going on here? What does he really feel about this? Is he part of this secret group? You might hang out with well-connected friends to learn secrets about enemies, rivals, or potential allies. What do they want to do? What might I suspect about their motives? How can I find leverage to manipulate them? You might be hunting couriers all over town, to find out who
received the coin bag from Mylera Klev. Where does the package end up? How can I find out who signed the package at City Hall? You may be studying an ancient and ind clear book to discover the secrets of arcane. How do I disable rune warding? Will anyone feel if they are disabled? Or you might learn someone to read their intentions and feelings. What are they really feeling? How can I make them trust me? You might survey a house for that case for burglary. What's the point of infiltration? What's the danger here? Or you might survey the situation charged when
you meet another gang. What the hell is going on here? Are they going to attack us? You might Sway Lord Strangford at a party so he divulged his future plans. What does he want to do? How can I make him think I might be good in this ende there? Or you might be Sway Strangford's bodyguard to talk to you about recent events. Where has he been lately? Who did he meet with? 371example of play EXAMPLE OF PLAYSHOWDOWN AT THE DOCKSThe Billhooks, npc street gang, has penetrated the sale of drug-selling PC crews (The Bloodletters), in the dock. The
cast left their crew on weak detention for a while, so GM decided to The weakness was by describing Billhooks milling in their area, talking to customers, andgenerally ignoring Bloodletters' claims to the streets. In this session, GM casually mentions that a Billhook sells sparks in anearby alleys, and that scale tips — Arcy, Canter, and Oskarr (PC) have been pretty much! They rounded up their gang and got out by force to run Billhooksoff. It's a display of dominance to see who budged first. The Bluecoat Patrol noticed two armed gangs crouching down and decided to wait
on the sidelines for themoment — let them sort it out a little bit first. Arcy makes the opening move, getting up in the face of the first Billhook. Shestares him down, ice cold, and says, you think this is going to be your moment, but it's not. Leave before we drop you off. Sounds like a Command roll, and that's what Sean (Arcy player) chooses. GM revealed that this was Coran, the second leader and son of the Leader of the Billhooks, and there was no way he could lose face by stepping down immediately. These are risky rolls with limited effect. Sean gets 3d for Arcy
Command rank, plus 1d for help from Oskarr (Theweird Whisper of the crew). Oskarr's player, Stras, describes how the demoniceyeball on Oskarr's spirit mask spins around and the glare breaks up in Coran — enough to scare anyone, but Bloodletters also has a reputation as brutalkillers involved in a kind of dark magic, so it's the perfect assist in this nervous battle. Sean rolls 4d and gets 4/5: partial success. Arcy did what he was trying to do, and intimidated billhooks. GM describes the limited effect ofArcy: When you stare Coran down, you see it freeze. Hereally don't
want to mess with you but he's afraid of looking weak in front of his gang. You see some members shudding nervously and starting to back off. It was a partial success, so Arcy suffered the consequences of that as well. Harmdoes doesn't seem to apply here (yet). A plausible complication, though. TheGM said that three of Coran's bodyguards became angry when Arcy spoke to the boss's son like that. They pulled their guns and were close to Arcy. If sheeven twitched, they'd be on him before he could draw his sword. Sean decides to reject the consequences. Arcy will
need his sword if this turns into a battle, especially if it starts with a three-on-one attack on him. Sean rolls2d to attribute Arcy's Prowess and gets 4. He took 2 stress and avoided reverse. The Billhooks think they have him in a bad place, but he's going to be a lotfaster than they expected, and won't be surrounded or unarmed when they attack. 39THE BASICS1 The Bloodletters had a savage gang, and now that guns Those 40 are definitely going to do an attack— unless someone does something to make the Billhooks back off now, it's going to be a fight. Sean and Stras
discuss some options for how they might be more intimidating to the Billhooks, perhaps even by expleting some arcane power to get a bigger effect but Adam (Canter's player) came in and took the initiative. Screw it, he said, Canter just walked up and shot Coran in the kneecap. That's the way it is, stupid.' Everyone shook their heads and chuckled, of course he did! This is how Canter Haig solves the problem. So what's this going to do? Adam thought and said, Well, I mean, I'm still trying to force them to do something. I shot a gun, but I'm not skirmishing or hunting here.
I forced him to give you this. So that's the Commander... which I don't have dice in, ha. Here you go. Sean soon volunteers to take 1 stress to give Adam 1d help — Arcy already helps, becoming his own scary badass. Adam asks devil's bargain, and GM has one: regardless of how this turns out, Coran will mark Canter as someone too reckless and dangerous to go alive. Canter is going to the top of the Billhooks hit list. Adam agreed, and took +1d. GM said it was a desperate roll, because obviously it was. Adam rolls 2d and gets... two six—critical success! He's grinning,
that's how you do it, everybody. Blam, what's going on? Coran took a bullet to the knee and Canter ordered billhooks to retreat. With critical success, canter effect increases, from standard to large. Is that enough to get them back down? GM says, I don't know... I mean, the big effects are impressive. You 'achieve more than usual' written in the rules—you get additional benefits. But you also shot the boss's son! Are they going to back off after that? Even with great effect? It's hard to imagine. Maybe, on the contrary, all the Billhooks escape while your gang chases after
them, but Coran's three bodyguards attack. And you keep the initiative, Canter, because it's critical of you here. How's that? That makes sense, yes, but wait, Adam says, I can push myself to extra effect, right? If Canter took 2 stresses to +1 effect, to make it an extreme effect, is it enough to just turn off all this and dominate them now? Oh, wow, yes, that would do it. Good! So, boom, that's it. Arcy stares them all down, Oskarr creeps everyone out, Canter shoots Coran—and just like that, Billhooks folds like a napkin and disappears from your grass. Sergeant Bluecoat
was watching his hat tips to you, like, 'All right then, no problem here,' and that's the end of it. questions to consider Could GM have run this situation using hours of progress? Maybe make a Moral clock for each gang and tick them according to the effects and consequences of the reels? How's that going? Does it seem like an easier or harder way for you to handle it as a GM? What about canter's final effect level? Do you think need extreme effects for that outcome, or is it big enough? How do you rate it?1pc vs PC PC VS. PC The situation may appear in games where
two or more PCs become conflicted. How do you handle this? In general, the rules for PC vs. PC actions are the same as those for PC vs NPC actions. It's still still rolls, resistance rolls, fortune rolls;effects and consequences; and resolution into new situations. But it is goodidea to follow some guidelines when it comes to PC vs PC conflict.1. Pause the game. When your PC conflicts with another PC, pause the game. It's time running out in the fiction space, while the players talk things through. Don't rush to roll the dice. Slow things down. This is not the situation of who
speaks first win (and especially not the one who speaks more or loudest). Who's first? sometimes the player's questions are fixated on, especially if things are going to get violent. Usually, the answer is clear from the situation: one has initiative and someone else reacts. If it's not clear, you can create a lucky roll —each player scrolls through the action rankings and you compare the results.2. Agree with the resolution method. Speak up, find out the scroll, and discuss the consequences at stake. Do not try to resolve the situation until everyone approves of the method you
are about to use. If you have any objections or alternative ideas, speak up! If the players can't agree on a method, then you're in a stalemate. You can't continue without everyone's consent, so this conflict won't happen. Maybe PCs get on each other's faces and act like they're going to tangle, but then, no... There are signs above them of the day. It's good to ask each other questions to help build a resolution, rather than trying to impose your will. You might ask, Can Vale be swayed here? What's it going to take? or, Is Jewel within reach if I draw my sword now and attack?
Or, how ferocious is Cyr going to be? Do you really want to hurt me? 3. Obey the results. Once you've approved the methods, follow them and follow the results. You can roll up resistance to avoid bad results, as usual, so don't try to weasel out of it any other way if things don't change as you expect. Note that this is not a player vs. player system. When the characters become distrustful, the players must keep collaborating and make scoring calls together, as usual. Conflicts between players are outside the scope of the game; they cannot be solved with the roll of the dice
and the mechanics of Blades in the Dark. If a player—not their character—is conflicted, you'll need to finish using the usage method, then return to the game when it's completed. Don't try to use thegame as a way to avoid or replace normal social interactions to resolve inter-personal conflicts. 41 Page 2 THE BASICS1 &amp;amp; STASH COIN Coin is an abstract measure of cash and liquid assets. The term is Akorosian slang from the old Imperial treasury period, which mined special gold solid bank coins — each valuable enough to cover large transactions. Flashing
coins is considered a display of extraordinary wealth. These days, everyone uses a small piece of silver for the currency, commonly called or scales. Some of the pieces of silver that PCs use in their daily lives are not tracked. If one wants to throw some silver to achieve a small goal (bribing the doorman), use the quality of the PC lifestyle for a lucky roll (see Stash, on the right). monetary value of 1 coin: Wallet full of pieces of silver. A week's wages. 2 coins: Good weapon. Weekly earnings for small businesses. A nice piece of art. A set of fancy dress. 4 coins: A bag full of
silver. A month's wages. 6 coins: Beautiful gem. Heavy load of silver pieces. 8 coins: Taking a good monthly for a small business. A small safe full of coins and valuables. A very rare luxury commodity. 10 coins: Liquidate significant assets — chariots and goats, horses, deeds to small properties. More than 4 coins is an impractical amount to keep lying down. You should spend the excess or put it in your savings (see below). The crew can also store 4 coins in their nest, by default. If they upgrade to a vault, they can expand their store to 8 and then 16 coins. Any coins
beyond their limit should be spent as soon as possible (usually before the next score) or distributed among crew members. One coin unit in pieces of silver or other bulk currency takes one item slot for your load when carried. use coins Spend 1 coin to get additional activity during downtime (page 153). Spend 1 coin to increase the yield level of downtime roll activity (page 153). Spend coins to avoid the involvement of a particular crew (page 150). Put coins into your character's stash to improve their lifestyle and circumstances when they retire. See next page. Spend coins
as you advance your crew level (see page 44). 421STASH &amp;amp; RETIREMENT COIN &amp;amp; STASHWhen you mark the final trauma of your character and their retirement, the amount of money they manage to keep determines their fate. Tracker your stash on your character sheet.Stash 0-10: Bad soul. You end up in a ditch, inundated with vice and misery. Stash 11-20: Meager. A little hovel that you can call your own. Stash 21-39: Simple. The house or apartment is simple, with some small comforts. You can operate a tavern or small business. Stash 40:
Fine. A well-appointed house or apartment, claiming some luxury. You can operate a medium-sized business. In addition, each line full of deposits (10 coins) shows the quality of thescoundrel lifestyle, from zero (street life) to four (luxury). Canter Haig is the one who cares deeply about his sartorial arrogance, and Adam, his player, often portrays Canter as the most stylish and outrageous fashion model to impress his peers. But he's just a few streets, right? How impressive His six-collar, really? GM can call for a roll of fortune using Canter's lifestyle level as a dice pool to
find out how big the apparel's impact is. Cross wants to be alone with potential new friends, but he can't take them back to the hidden nest where he lives, so what to do? Ryan, pemain Cross, Cross, he wanted to rent a nice room for the night, so GM asked for a lucky roll using Cross's lifestyle rating to see what room quality Cross could manage. Your character sells some of their assets and investments to earn quick cash. For every 2 deposits deleted, you get 1 coin in cash. 431 factional game Doskvol is a city of evil, top to bottom. Each faction preys on others to survive.
Alliance at first glance, bloody vendetta. Into this mess of corruption and violence your crew has set its course. Will you be destroyed, or will you rise? BASICS See the factions on page 282. Each of the city's most famous factions is ranked by Level—a measure of wealth, influence, and scale. At the highest level are tier V and VI factions, the true power of the city. Your crew starts in Tier 0. You'll use Tier ratings to roll the dice when acquiring assets, as well as for each lucky roll that levels the power and overall influence of your crew is the main trait. Most importantly, your
Tier determines the quality level of your item as well as the quality and scale of the gang your crew uses — and thus what size of enemy you can expect to deal with. gang scale based on level ii. Medium gang. (12 people) level i. Small gang. (3-6 people) level v. Big gang. (80 people) level 0. 1 or 2 level IV people. Big gang. (40 people) level III. Big gang. (20 people) HOLD On the faction ladder next to the Tier number is a letter indicating the strength each faction holds. Hold represents how well a faction can maintain their current position on the ladder. W shows a weak
grip. S shows a strong grip. Your crew starts strongly steadily in Tier 0. DEVELOPMENT To climb the ladder and develop your crew, you need a reputation. Rep is a clout size and famous. When you gather enough representation, other factions take you more seriously and you withdraw the support needed to grow and grow. When you finish the score, your crew gets 2 reps. If the target score is higher Level than your crew, you get +1 rep per Tier higher. If the target score is lower Rate, you get -1 rep per Tier lower (minimum zero). You need 12 representatives to fill out a
rep tracker on your crew sheet. When you fill in the tracker, do one of the following: If your hold is weak, it becomes strong. Reset your reputation to zero. If your incarceration is strong, you can pay to increase your crew rate one by one. This fee is the same as your new Tier x 8. As long as your rep tracker is full, you don't get a new representative (12 is max). Once you pay and increase your Rate, return your representation to zero and reduce your hold to weakness. 441TURF THE FACTION GAMEAnother's way to contribute to crew development is to acquire grass.
When you seize and hold territory, you set a more stable foundation for your reputation. Each type of grass you claim represents abstract support for (often comes the fear that you instill in the people in the grass). Turf is marked on your rep tracker (see example below). Each piece of turfyou holds reduces the cost of reps to develop by one. So, if you have 2 grasses, you need 10 representatives to thrive. If you have 4 grasses, you need 8 reps to develop. You can hold the amaximum of 6 grasses. When you develop and rearrange your reputation, you keep your mark off
all the grass you hold. If you hold 3 pieces of grass, you need a turfonly rep of 9 reps to develop, not 12.When you develop, you will clean 9 rep marks, but keep 3 grass marks. Mark the grass on the right side, to indicate the cap on how many representatives are needed. Also, when you acquire grass, you expand the scope of your crew's hunting ground. See page 93 for details.reducing holdYou can perform special operations to reduce the detention of other factions, if you know how vulnerable they are. If the operation is successful, the target faction is 1 degree of
containment. If their grip is weak and down, the faction loses 1 Tierand remains weak. When a faction is at war (see page 46), it temporarily loses 1 hold. Your crew could also lose containment, following the same rules above. If your crew is Better 0, with a weak grip, and you lose the grip for whatever reason, your nest is coming under by your enemies or by factions seeking to profit from your misfortune. FACTION STATUS The status of your crew with each faction shows how well you are liked or hated. Status is rated from -3 to +3, with zero (neutral) being the default
starting state. You track your status with each faction on the faction sheet. When you create your crew, you set some positive and negative status ratings to reflect recent history. Ratings will then change over time based on youractions in the play.faction status changeWhen you run an operation, you get a status of -1 or -2 with a faction hurt by your actions. You can also gain +1 status with the factions you are operating. (If you keep your operation completely calm then your status does not change.) Your status may also change if you do good for the faction or if you
change any of their demands. 45THE BASICS1 faction status level +3: Allies. This faction will help you even if it is not in their best interest to do so. They expect you to do the same for them. +2: Friendly. This faction will help you if it does not create serious problems for them. They expect you to do the same. +1: Helpful. This faction will help you if it does not cause significant problems or costs to them. They expect the same thing 0: Neutral -1: Annoying. This faction will look for opportunities to cause problems for you (or profit from your misfortune) as long as it does not
cause significant problems or costs to them. They expect the same from you. -2: Hostile. This faction will look for opportunities to hurt you as long as it doesn't create serious problems for them. They expect you to do the same, and take precautions against you. -3: War. This faction will go out of its way to hurt you even if it's not in their best interest to do so. They expect you to do the same, and take precautions against you. When you are at war with a number of factions, your crew suffers +1 heat from the score, while losing 1 hold, and the PC gets only one downtime
action rather than two. You can end the war by eliminating your enemies or by negotiating a mutual agreement to rank new statuses. If your crew has a weak grip when you go to war, losing temporary incarceration causes you to lose one Level. When the war is over, return your crew level back to pre-war levels. CLAIM Each crew sheet has a claim map available for confiscation (see example for Hawkers crew on the next page). The claims map shows the default roadmap for your crew type. Claims usually have to be confiscated in an orderly order, by following the path
of the central square, the nest of the crew. However, you can try to seize any claim on your map, ignore the path (or even look for a specific claim that is not on your map) but this operation will always be very difficult and requires tremendous effort to find and achieve. The claim roadmap shows a typical path to progress, not absolute restrictions on your operations. Every claim in Doskvol is controlled by a faction. To get one for yourself, you have to take it from someone else. To take a claim, tell gm who claims on your map the crew you intend to capture. GM will detail the
claim by location and description and will tell you which faction currently controls that claim. Or GM might offer a choice of several options if available. 461turf local scouts private informant clothier graftturf turf grass luxury FACTION STATUS LEVEL, CLAIM Place for representative den surplus covermarket cache operationsIf you choose to ignore the roadmap path when seizing a claim, GM may tell you that you should investigate and gather information to find that type of claim before you can try to seize it. Run the operation like any other score, and if you succeed, you
seize theclaim and the targeted faction loses the claim. (See Chapter 4: Onpage score of 125 for details.) Seizing claims is a serious attack on a faction, usually resulting in -2 factional status with the target, and potentially +1 status with its enemies. As soon as you take a claim, you enjoy the benefits listed as long as you hold the claim. Some claims count as grass. Others provide special benefits for the crew, such as bonus dice under certain circumstances, extra coins generated for streasury crews, or new opportunities for action. The Bloodletters (a crew of Hawkers
selling drugs) have grabbed a piece of Turf from Red Sashes (on the left they're on the claims map): it's a crossroads near the pier, where their gangs are now swaying. They want to claim the next Vice Den. GM says that tattoo parlors near their new grass are a match for Red Red drug dens in basements — they see users shudding in and out all day. The Bloodletters gathered their gang and attacked the place, drove out and killed the Red Sashes, and seized it for themselves. Taking these two claims boosts their factional status with the Red Sashes all the way down, to
-3. Now they are at war.lose the claim the enemy faction may be trying to seize on the claim that your crew is holding. You can fight the todefend, or negotiate a deal with the faction, depending on the situation. If you claim, you lose all the benefits of that claim. If your nest is lost, you lose thebenefits of all your claims until you can restore your nest or set up a new one. To restore or establish a new nest, complete the score to do so. 47THE BASICS1 ADVANCE PC ADVANCEMENT Each player tracks the experience points (xp) that their character earns. During the game
session, mark xp: When you make a desperate action roll. Mark 1 xp in the attribute for the action you roll. For example, if you roll up a desperate Skirmish action, you mark xp in Prowess. When you scroll in desperate group action, you also mark xp. At the end of the session, review the xp trigger on your character sheet. For each, mark 1 xp if it happens at all, or mark 2 xp if it happens a lot during the session. The trigger xp is: Trigger xp specific to your playbook. For example, Cutter is Overcoming challenges by force or coercion. To overcome challenges, your character
must try to overcome difficult obstacles or threats. It doesn't matter if the action works or not. You get xp either way. You express your beliefs, drive, legacy, or background. The confidence and drive of your character is yours to define, session to session. Feel free to tell the group about them when you mark xp. You struggle with the problems of your deputy or your trauma. Mark xp for this if your representative teases you for some bad action or if the trauma condition causes you difficulties. Simply indulging your representative doesn't count as struggling with it (unless you
overindulge, see Vice, page 156). You can mark the end of an xp session on any xp track you want (attributes or tracks xp your playbook). When you fill in the xp track, clear all the signs and grab a down payment. When you take a down payment from your playbook tracks, you can choose additional special abilities. When you take progress from an attribute, you can add additional action points to any of the actions below that attribute. Nadja plays the Hound. At the end of the session, he reviewed his xp triggers and told the group how much xp he got. He rolled up two
desperate Hunt actions during the session, so he marked 2 xp on his Xp Insight track. He overcame some by tracking or hardness, so he marks 2 xp for it. He expressed his Iruvian legacy many times when dealing with Red Sashes, so he took 2 xp for it. She also shows off her character's confidence, but 2 xp is the maximum for that category, so she's her Get it again. He didn't struggle with his deputy or his trauma, so there was no xp there. That's 4 xp at the end of the session. He decided to put it all on his Xp Insight track. It fills the track, so he adds a new action point
in Hunt. You can also get xp by practicing during downtime. As you practice, mark xp in either attributes or in your playbook. Given xp tracks can only be trained once per downtime phase. See Training, p. 155. 481CREW ADVANCEMENT Advancement At the end of the session, review the xp trigger crew and mark 1 xp foreach crew item that occurred during the session. If the item occurs several times in the main way, mark 2 xp crew for it. The trigger xp crew is:Trigger xp specifically your crew. For example, The Smugglers are Running smuggling operations or getting
new clients or sources of contraband. If the crew successfully completes the operation of this trigger, mark xp. Keep up with the challenges above your current station. If you are entangled with a higher Level or more dangerous opposition, mark xp for this. Strengthen your crew's reputation or develop new one. Review your crew's reputation. Did you do anything to promote it? Mark also xp if you develop a new reputation for the crew. Express the purpose, drive, inner conflict, or essential nature of the crew. This one is vast! Basically, does something happen that highlights
the specific elements that make your crew unique? When you fill in your crew's progress tracker, clear the mark and grab a newspecial capability or mark two crew upgrade boxes. For example, when the Assassins crew gets the crew's progress, they can pick up new special abilities, such as Predators. Or they can mark two improvements, such as Ironhook Contact and Complete Training.Let's say how you've acquired this new capability or upgrade for the crew. Where did it come from? How does it become a new part of the crew?profitEvery the time the crew goes
forward, each PC gets the same savings as the Tier + 2 crew, the torepresent profit generated by the crew because they have been operating. CHANGING PLAYBOOKS OR CREW TYPEA players may want to change their characters to a different playbook (Cutterbecomes a Lurk), or the group may decide to shift their crew to a new type (Hawkers become Assassins). There are two ways to do this. This change represents a rebuild of character or crew. For example, if a PC is created as Lurking, but after a few sessions, players realize that the Hound playbook is more
suitable for what they want to play. In this case, re-create a new character or crew using a new sheet, keeping the same amount of progress already made. This change represents growth into something new, leaving the old life behind. In this case, transfer the PC action rating or crew upgrade to a new sheet (keeping the total number of action points or upgrades the same; don't get free elements from the new playbook as extra progress). You might keep some of the special abilities you've acquired as veterans progress. J J may also keep their claims — judging each to
see if it makes sense in fiction to keep them with a new kind of crew. 492cCHAhPTEaR2ractersDoskvol requires the unwanted and the forgotten — to fill the work house, ship leviathanhunter, gang chain scavenger land of death. The structure of world powers is designed to use you and put you aside, fatring the pundi-pundi bird and strong, leaving you damaged, with nothing. You are a trickle of cities. Disposable nobodies. But it's not your destiny. You won't be a victim. You'll show them who you really are. They'll know your name. SCOUNDRELSAll the player characters
in Blades in the Dark are brave villains from the Underworld of Doskvol, known in common parlance as. familiar with all the various achievements skulduggery represented by the action thegame. They are all capable of Skirmish in knife fights, Prowl in the shadows, Attune for strange energy, Empress with contact for information, and so on. Because of the way the dice system works, each can roll at least 2dfor any action in the game (+1d from push or Devil's Bargain, and +1dassist from teammates). The 2d scroll is pretty good, statistically — a 75% chance of success.
This means that all zero rating actions on your character sheetdon don't really represent a skills deficiency or gap; they show actions that forwhich your character tends to burn stress and rely on teamwork. As of Dusk, with your crew on your back, you can try almost anything. Of course, you will also have your specialization and skills, qualities that make your character uniquely effective in the criminal world. You may want the ability to force obedience from ghosts and channel electroplasmic energy through your body, or perhaps you want to manipulate the networks of
the underworld to your advantage and see danger before attacking, or maybe you just want to be the most sophisticated fighter with a knife. In this chapter, you'll learn how to create your own and choose abilities that suit your preferred style of play. 512 character creationCHARACTERS choose playbook A playbook is what we call a sheet with all the specific rules for playing a certain type of character in Blades in the Dark. Instead of a common sheet, the game has seven customized playbooks. By selecting a playbook, you choose which type of character you are. The
playbook is: cutter cutters are good at winning fights, with violence and with intimidation. Play Cutter if you want to get your way. Hound Hounds are good at tracking things as well as long-distance combat. Play Hound if you want to choose your battle. Leech leeches are good at using alchemy and spoiling things with sabotage. Play Leeches if you want to be creative with Weird. Lurks lurks good at sneaking in and breaking into places. Play Lurk if you want to sneak around in the shadows. shadows. Slide in both social and subterfuge situations. Play Slides if you want to
manipulate and deceive people. Spiders are good at masterminding maneuvers. Play Spider if you want to help teammates and deal with other factions. Whisper Whispers is good at magical things and deals with ghosts. Play Whisper if you want to interfere with arcane's power. When you choose a playbook, you choose a set of special abilities (which give your character a way to break the rules in various ways) and a series of xp triggers (which determine how you gain experience for character progress). But every playbook represents at heart. Cutters have special
abilities associated with combat, but that doesn't mean they are game warriors. Any type of character can fight well. Think of your playbook as an area of focus and preference, but not a unique skill set. This is why we call it a playbook rather than a character class or archetype. You choose a set of initial action ratings and special abilities that characters can access—but you don't define the irreversible essence or its true nature. Your character will grow and change over time; which they become part of the fun of playing games. Your 522 playbook selection also represents
how other than your CREATIONsee underworld characters are. The names of the playbooks are underworld slang in Duskwall. If someone solves their problems with strange supernatural things, people say they are Whispers. If they're subtle speakers and intelligent manipulators, one might call it Slide. Part of your character's reputation is reflected by their playbook selection. Each playbook is detailed in this section, starting at page 61.Once you have selected your playbook, follow the steps below to complete yourcharacter.choose a heritage Legacy of your character
describing where their family line comes from. You may be of whatever legacy you elect, and then decide if you are a foreigner who hasimmigrated to Doskvol or if you are a local who grew up here. When you select a legacy, circle it in the list on your playbook, then write details about your life in the row above. For example, you can choose the legacy of Skovlan, and then write factory workers from Lockport, now refugees. Or you can choose Iruvia Heritage and write exiled nobles. Each legacy is briefly described, below. For more details on these people and places, see
page 308.Akoros is the largest and most industrial land in the Empire, and is home to the city's capitol as well as Duskwall itself. They are known as culturally diverse conglomerates that have grown together in close proximity over the centuries, a bit like Europe.If you want to be a wanderer without your roots from the Dagger Islands. People there often grow up on boats and travel a lot before settling down. They are known as korsairs and traders who live without lightning barriers – dealing with spirits in other ways. If you want to come from considered alien by locals, you
could be from Iruvia, a rich and powerful desert kingdom farther south. This is another diverse land of different cultures similar to old Persia, Egypt, and India.If you want to come from a place considered wild by the rest of the empire, you could be from Severos. Outside of some Imperial settlements, most of the Severosi lived in nomadic horse tribes scattered on the exploding plains of death, surviving in the ruins of ancient arcane fortresses that still cast out spirits. If you want to come from marginalized people, you can be from Skovlan, the island kingdom just across the
sea from Doskvol. Skovlan was last brought under Imperial rule, during the 36-year Union War (which ended only a few years ago). Many Skovlander refugees who lost their homes and jobs in the devastation of the war have come to Doskvol looking for new opportunities. If you want to be weird, you can be from Tycheros. It's a semi-mythical place, far beyond the northern Void Sea. Everyone says that the people there are some of the devils. If you choose the legacy of Tycherosi, also create a demonic telltale (such as black shark eyes, feathers, etc.) that marks your
character. 53CHARACTERS2 chooses the background background of your character describing what they did before they joined the crew. Choose one of the common background options from the list on your playbook, then write down details about it that are specific to your character. For example, you can vote Labour, and then write leviathan hunter sailors, rebels. Or you can pick Law and write Former Bluecoat. See the full example below. Academics: A scholar, professor or student of the Doskvol Academy, a philosopher or journalist, etc. Labor: A waiter, a factory
worker, a coach driver, a dock, a sailor, a Rail Jack, etc. A stevedore for the North Hook Company. Law: An advocate or lawyer, a Bluecoat or an inspector (or even a Spirit Warden), a prison guard from Ironhook, etc. Trading: A shopkeeper, trader, skilled craft person, shipping agent, etc. Liaison to the Ministry of Preservation. Military: An Imperial or Skovlander soldier, mercenary, intelligence operative, strategist, training instructor, etc. Noble: A dilettante, an official, descendants of a fallen house, etc. set four points of action your Playbook begins with three points of
action already placed. You can add four more dots (so you'll have seven in total). At the beginning of the game, no action rating may have more than two points (unless special abilities tell you otherwise). A brief description of all the actions follows, on pages 58 and 59. Set your four dots like this: Put one point in any action that you feel reflects the legacy of your character. Put one down in any action you feel reflects the background of your character. Set two more points anywhere you please (max rating is 2, 2, select special abilities See specific abilities for your playbook
and select one. If you can't decide which one to choose, continue with the first one in the list—it's placed there as a good default option. Special Armor Some special abilities refer to your special armor. Each character sheet has a set of three boxes to track the use of armor (standard, heavy, and special). If you have the ability to use your special armor, check the box when you activate one of them. If you don't have a special ability that uses special armor, then you can't use that armor box at all. 542choose one close friend and one rival CHARACTER CREATIONEach
playbook has a list of NPCs that your character is aware of. Choose one of the lists that are close relationships (good friends, lovers, family relationships, etc.). Mark the triangle pointing up next to its name. Then select LAINNPC in the list of who your rivals or enemies are. Mark trianglenext that points down to their name.choose your representative At all with some representative or other, which they indulge in to cope with stress. Select a representative from the list, and describe it in the row above with specific details and the name and location of your deputy purveyor in
the city. For example, you can choose Gambling, then write the Spogg dice game Crow'sFoot. You can create a representative purveyor or ask GM to notify you of some of the same options for your representative. See the detailed list of deputy purveyors on page 299.Faith: You are dedicated to invisible forces, forgotten gods, ancestors, etc.Gambling: You crave games of chance, bet on sporting events, etc.Luxury: An expensive or unpleasant display of luxury. Obligations: You are devoted to family, causes, organizations, charities, etc.Pleasure: Gratuities of lovers, food,
drinks, medicine, , etc.Stupor: You seek to be forgotten in drug abuse, excessive drinking, beaten to death in battle pits, etc.Strange: You experiment with strange essences, hang out with naughty spirits, observe strange rituals or taboos, etc.record your name, alias, &amp; see Choose a name for your character from a sample list , or make your own. If your character uses aliases or nicknames in the underworld, take an ofit note. Record some evocative words that describe the look of your character (samplesprovided on the next page).review your detailsTake see details
on your character sheet, especially experiencetriggers for your playbook (such as Get xp when you overcome challenges with withknowledge or arcane powers, for example) and special items available for your type of acharacter (such as whisper spirit masks, for example). You get started with access to all the items on your sheet, so don't worry about selecting things will decide what the character brings later, when you're at work (see Loadout, page 57). That's it! Your character is ready to play. When you start the first session, GM will ask you a few questions about who
you are your views, or some previous events. If you don't know the answer, make some ups. Or ask other players for ideas. 552CHARACTERS named Adric, Aldo, Amosen, Andrel, Arden, Arlyn, Arquo, Arvus, Ashlyn, Branon, Brace, Brance, Brena, Bricks, Candra, Carissa, Carro, Casslyn, Cavelle, Clave, Corille, Cross, Crowl, Cyrene, Daphnia, Drav, Edlun, Emeline, Grine, Helles, Hix, Holtz, Kamelin, Kelyr, Kobb, Kristov, Laudius, Lauria, Lenia, Lizete, Lorette, Lucella, Lynthia, Mara, Milos, Morlan, Myre, Narcus, Naria, Noggs, Odrienne, Orlan, Phin, Polonia, Quess,
Remira, Ring, , Sethla , Skannon, Stavrul, Stev, Syra, Talitha, Tesslyn, Thena, Timoth, Tocker, Una, Vaurin, Veleris, Veretta, Vestine, Vey, Volette, Vond, Weaver, Wester, Zamira. ankhayat, Arran, Athanoch, Basran, Boden, Booker, Bowman, Breakiron, Brogan, Clelland, Clermont, Coleburn, Comber, Daava, Dalmore, Danfield, Dunvilvil, Farros, Grine, Haig, Helker, Helles, Hellyers, Jayan, Jeduin, Kardera, Karstas, Keel, Kessarin, Kinclaith, Lomond, Maroden, Michter, Morriston, Penderyn, Prichard, Rowan, Sevoy, Skelkallan, Skora, Slane, Strangford, Strathmill,
Templeton, Tyrconnell, Vale, Walund aka Bell, Birch, Bricks, Bug, Bells, Coils, Cricket, Crossing, Crow, Echo , Flint, Frog, Frost, Grip, Gunner, Hammer, Hook, Junker, Fog, Moon, Nail, Needle, Ogre, Swimming Pool, Ring, Ruby, Silver, Skinner, Song, Spur, Tackle, Thistle, Spine, Tick-Tock, Twelve, Vixen, Whip, Wicker looking Male, Female, Ambiguous, Hidden. Affable, Athletic, Bony, Light, Brooding, Calm, Chiseled, Cold, Dark, Smooth, Fair, Fierce, Gloomy, Handsome, Big, Bent, Languid, Beautiful, Open, Fat, Rough, Sad, Scarred, Slim, Soft, Squat, Stern, Stout,
Striking, Nervous, Weathered, Wiry, Worn. Collared Shirt Hooded Cape Rags &amp; Tatters Suspenders Eel-skin Bodysuit Hooded Coat Fitted Dress Knit Cap Rough Tunic Tall BootsFitted Leggings Knit Sweater Half-Cape Leathers Scavenging Uniforms Thick Greatcoat Heavy Cloak Long Coat Long Jacket Long Scarf Sharp Trouser Tricorn Hat Hide &amp; Furs Loose Silks Hood &amp; Veil Mask &amp; Robes Short Cloak Vest or Waistcoat Skirt &amp; Blouse Waxed Coat Slim Jacket Wide Belt Soft Boots Work Boots Suit &amp; Tie Work Trousers 562CHARACTER
CREATION SUMMARY1 Select playbook. Your Playbook 8 Record your name, alias, and CHARACTER CREATION represent the look of your character. Choose names, aliases in the underworld, them (if you use them), and note some special abilities, and how they progress. words to describe your appearance. Examples are provided on the previous page.2 Select legacy. Detail your choices with notes about your loadoutfamily life. For example, Skovlan: Oreminers, now war refugees in Duskwall. You have access to all the items on your character sheet. For each3
Choose a background. Detailed operations, decide what your character options are with specific loads During the operation, history. For example, Labour: Leviathan you can say that the hashunter of your character, you, items in hand by checking the boxes for the items you want to use—up to a4 Specify four action points. No number of items equal to the action you selected may start with a rating load. Your load also determines yourhigher of 2 during character movement speed and striking:creation. (Once created, the action rating is 1-3 loads: Light. You're faster,
lessmay forward to 3. When you unlock mastery progress for your crew, you are striking; You mingle with citizens.can advance actions up to a rating of 4.) 4/5 load: Normal. You look like an a5 select special abilities. They are, ready for trouble. in the gray column in the middle of 6 loads: Weight. You're slower. You'refrom the character sheet. If you can't decide, select capability first in the list. Looks like an operation on a mission. It was placed there as a good first choice. 7-9 load: Overburdened. You6 Choose close and overburdened friends and can't do anything rival.
Mark the person who except moves very slowly.close friends, longtime allies, family Some special abilities (such as cutter's interconnection, or lover (Mule's ability to point up or incredibletriangle The Devil). Mark the person who is a rival, the power) increases the limit of the load.enemies, lovers are booed, couples are betrayed, Some items count as two items for loadetc. (Triangle pointing down). (they have two boxes connected). Items in italics do not count in load.7 Select your vice. Select you do not have to choose a particular item type of choice ugliness, detail with
now. Review your personal items and brief descriptions and show standard item descriptions on the 88.name location of your purveyor representative. 57CHARACTERS2 ACTIONS When you attune, you open your mind to ghost fields or other arcane powers. You may be communicating with ghosts or understanding aspects of spectrology. You can try to look out of sight to better understand your situation (but Surveys may be better). And when you have commanded them, you will be of the obedient. You might lead the gang in group action. You can try ordering people
around to persuade them (but getting along might be better). When you get along, you socialize with friends and contacts. You may get access to resources, information, people, or places. You might make a good impression or win someone with your charm and style. You may be new friends or connected to your legacy or background. You could try manipulating your friends with social pressure (but Sway might be better). When you finesse, you use dextrous manipulation or subtle misapprope. You may someone's pocket. You can handle vehicle control or steer the
seat. You may officially duel your opponent with the graceful art of fighting. You could try hiring such art in a chaotic melee (but Skirmishing might be better). You could try to choose a key (but Tinkering might be better). When you hunt, you carefully track the target. You might as well or locate them. You might set up an ambush. You might attack with precision fire from a distance. You could try carrying your weapon to bear in close proximity (but Skirmishing might be better). When you are Prowl, you traverse skillfully and calmly. You might sneak past the guards or hide
in the shadows. You might run and jump across the roof. You might attack someone from hiding with a back puncture or blackjack. You could try to waylay the victim in the middle of a battle (but Skirmishing might be better). When you are Skirmish, you ensnare targets in close combat so they cannot easily escape. You might fight or wrestle with them. You might hack and slash. You may seize or hold a position in battle. You can try fighting in formal duels (but Finessing might be better). As You Learn, you research the details and interpret the evidence. You can collect
information from documents, newspapers, and books. You may be doing some research on an esoteric topic. You may analyze a person carefully to detect lies or actual feelings. You can try checking events to understand an urgent situation (but Surveys may be better). When you survey, you observe the situation and anticipate the results. You may see signs of trouble before it happens. You may uncover opportunities or weaknesses. You may detect someone's motivation or intentions. You can try to find a good ambush point (but Hunting might be better). 582When you
sway, you influence with guile, charm, or argument. DESCRIPTION OF ACTION You may lie convincingly. You might persuade someone to do what you want. You might argue an interesting case that leaves no clear rebuttal. You can try to trick people into compassion or obedience (but the Empress or Commander may be better). When you're Tinker, you fiddle with devices and mechanisms. You can create new gadgets or change existing items. You might choose a key or break the safe. You can disable alarms or traps. You can change clockwork and electroplasmic
devices throughout the city to your advantage. You can try using your technical expertise to control the vehicle (but Finessing may be better). When you're destroyed, you unleash savage power. You might smash a door or wall with a sledgehammer, or use explosives to do the same. You may use chaos or sabotage to create distractions or overcome obstacles. You could try to overwhelm the enemy with great force in battle (but Skirmishing might be better). you see, many actions overlap with others. This is by design. As a player, you can choose which action you roll, by
saying what your character is doing. Can you try to Wreck someone during a fight? Sure! GM tells you the level and level of effect of your actions under these circumstances. As said, Skirmishmight gets better (less risky or more effective), depending on the situation (sometimes it won't get better). For a complete description of each action, with examples, see pages 170-181. PLAYBOOK 5960cutter: CUTTERA CUTTERA and intimidate fightersIn the underworld of Twilight, some take what they want on the bloody edge of the knife or with a menacing presence that can
stop the mancold. They are enforcers, debt collectors, murderers, leg solvers, and, commonly known as Cutters.Where subtlety fails, rapid brutality — and worse threats to come — can solve problems. Or at least turn it into a different kind of problem. When you play Cutter, you get xp when you overcome challenges by force or coercion. Go ahead and get up in everyone's arrogant face and tell them who's the boss, then let your knife do the talking if they don't get the message. Do you have a personal code or line that you won't cross? Do you want to be a bossor do you
want to be an enforcer for the boss? How do you acquire a sense of forviolence and coercion? STARTING THE ACTION OF DANGEROUS FRIENDS,     marlane skirmish, a pugilis. Perhaps the pit     commando in the dock, or the boxing coach who trains you?begins to build Chael, a ruthless man. Maybe if you want some guidance when you're a gang member that you set four points of your initial action and before the current crew, or special abilities, use one of these templates. independent operators who have been located inCaptain. +1 command,
Learn +1, the way you were before? +2 survey. Leader.Thug. Commando +1, Empress +2, Mercy, cold killer. Maybe anSway +1. Not to be Trifled With. killers for hire, or especially Terror. Prowl +2, Accident +2. Savage. A deadly underworld? Demon Hunter. Attune +2, Hunting +1,Learn +1. Ghost Fighter. Grace, a blackmailer. Maybe an ex-partner in thuggery, or a competitor on the scene? Sawtooth, a physicker. Maybe a friend from the war, or maybe a butcher screwed up your treatment? 61CUTTER SPECIAL ABILITIES battleborn you can spend your special armor to
reduce the danger of attacks in battle or to push yourself during the fight. When you use this ability, check the custom armor box on your playbook sheet. If you reduce the danger it means the level of danger you face is currently reduced by one. If you use this ability to push yourself, you get one of its benefits (+1d, +1 effect, acting although it is very dangerous) but you do not take 2 stress. Your special armor is restored at the beginning of downtime. Bodyguard When you protect your teammates, grab +1d to your resistance reel. When you collect info in anticipation of a
possible threat in the current situation, you get a +1 effect. Protect teamwork maneuvers let you face consequences for your teammates. If you choose to reject those consequences, this ability gives you +1d to roll You. Also, when you read a situation to gather information about hidden hazards or potential attackers, you get a +1 effect — which means more detailed information. Your ghost warriors can animate your hands, melee weapons, or tools with spirit energy. You get potential in battle vs. supernatural. You can wrestle with the spirit to and catch them. When you
animate yourself with spirit energy, how do you do it? What does it look like when energy manifests? When you are imbued, you can interact greatly with ghosts and spirit things, rather than interacting weakly. Leaders When You Order a group in battle, they continue to fight when they will violate otherwise (they are not taken out when they suffer level 3 danger). They get +1 and 1 armor effects. This ability makes your cohort more effective in combat and also allows them to withstand danger by using armor. Even if you lead your group, they won't stop fighting until they
take fatal danger (level 4) or you order them to stop. What do you do to inspire such courage in battle? For details on the cohort, see page 96. Limit your ass load higher. Lightweight: 5. Normal: 7. Weight: 8. This ability is great if you want to wear heavy armor and pack heavy weapons without attracting much attention. Since your exact gear is determined on-the-fly during surgery, having more weights also gives you more options to get creative when dealing with problems during a score.62not to be credited with playbook: CUTTERYou can encourage yourself to do one of
the following: perform feats of physical strength that threshold on superhumans — engage small gangs on the same footing in close combat. When you push yourself to activate this ability, you still get one of the normal benefits of pushing yourself (+1d, +1 effect, etc.) in addition to special abilities. If you perform a feat that verges on a superhuman, you might break a metal weapon with your bare hands, tackle a corrugated horse, lift a large weight, etc. If you engage a small gang on an equal footing, you don't suffer any diminishing effects due to the scale against small
gangs (up to six people).Savagewhen you unleash physical violence, it's very scary. When youCommand a frightened target, grab +1d. You instill fear in those around you when you get violent. How they react depends on the person. Some people will run away from you, some will be impressed, some will get violent in return. GM assesses the NPC response given. In addition, when you order someone who is affected by fear (from this ability or vice versa), take +1d to your roll.kuatYou recover from danger faster. Fill one of your healing clocksegment permanently. Take
+1d for healing roll treatment. Your healing hours become 3 hours, and you get a death bonus when you recover. ITEM CUTTERUnyiing a hand weapon: A one-handed melee weapon well your choice. Is this a standard well-made weapon, like a very balanced dagger, or something exotic, like an Iruvia duel saber or a metal-pied war club? [1 load] Fine weight weapon: A well-made two-handed melee weapon of your choice. A warhammer, a greatsword, a military spear, a battleaxe, etc. Heavy weapons have more range and hit harder than standard weapons. This may
give you potential when the strength or range of the weapon is a factor. [2 load] Scary weapons or or Scary-looking weapons or hand tools. This item gives an increased effect when you intimidate, not increasing the danger in battle. [1 load] Manacles &amp;amp; chain: A set of manacles and heavy chains, suitable for holding prisoners. Souvenirs from a stay with Bluecoats, perhaps? [0 load] Bottle the essence of anger: A single dose, which greatly increases the user's strength, resistance to pain, and irrational aggression for a span of several minutes. GM will modify your
position and effect accordingly as you fight with the essence of anger. Also, you suffer two consequences: Can't Tell Friends From Enemies and Can't Stop Until Everything Is Broken. You can refuse this as usual. [0 load] 63hound PLAYBOOK: HOUNDA deadly sniper and trackerThere is a need for who can find what others want to keephidden. Whether it's loser gamblers trying to pass on their debts, treacherous informants or witnesses who will scream into the Bluecoats, or thetrail to treasures being searched in secret vaults — it's the Hounds who ferretthem out. Why
have a fair fight, when you can stalk and ambush your prey on your terms? The underworld is where you hunt. When you play Hound, you get xp when you overcome challenges withtracking or hardness. Take the initiative to hunt down opportunities and targets to score and be willing to hurt anyone who gets in your way. Do you see the whole world as potential prey, or do you still care about people? Which targets in the past have troubled you the most? Why? EMBARKING ON A DEADLY FRIEND ACTION, A RIVAL     hunts down Steiner, a murderer. Perhaps
one of the      surveyed your competitors, or former partners from before you joined the crew?began building Celene, a sentinel. Celene is aIf you want some guidance when you are a guardian; Protective. Who gives you a four-pointsign to your action and a custom watch?ability, use one of these templates. Bounty hunters. Empress +1, Melvir, a fisicker. Maybe oldProwl +1, Skirmish +2. Scout. Friends are patching you up to a lot ofDeathlands Rangers. Attune +2, times, or someone you grew +1, Survey +1. Congratulations. sending too many victims? Sniper.
Prowl +2, Study +1, Survey +1.Sniper. Veleris, spy. Who did Veleris giveveteran. Command +1, Skirmish +2, their intelligence? Accident +1. Tough As Nails. Casta, bounty hunter. Maybe a mentor who trained you in the deadly arts, or vice versa? Your 65HOUND SPECIAL ABILITIES sniper can encourage yourself to do any of the following: perform long-range attacks at extreme distances beyond what is normal for weapons — unleashing a barrage of quick shots to suppress enemies. When you encourage yourself to activate the ability to You still get one of the normal
benefits of pushing yourself (+1d, +1 effects, etc.) in addition to special abilities. The first use of this ability allows you to try long-range sniper fire that would otherwise be possible with a duskwall base firearm. The second use allows you to remain stable shots in battle (enough to hit a small gang of up to six people), rather than stopping to recharge slowly or throw a gun after each shot. When the enemy is pressed, they are reluctant to maneuver or attack (usually calling for a roll of luck to see if they can manage it). Your focus can be removing your special armor to
withstand the consequences of shock or mental breakdown (fear, confusion, losing track of someone) or to push yourself to battle or tracking that range. When you use this ability, check the custom armor box on your playbook sheet. If you reject the consequences of the appropriate kind, you avoid them completely. If you use this ability to push yourself, you get one of its benefits (+1d, +1 effect, acting although it is very dangerous) but you do not take 2 stress. Your special armor is restored at the beginning of downtime. Ghost hunters Your hunting pet is imbued with spirit
energy. It gets potential when tracking or fighting the supernatural, and gaining arcane abilities: ghostly form, mind-link, or arrow-fast. Grab this ability again to choose additional arcane abilities for your pet. Your pet serves as a cohort (Expert: Hunter). This ability gives them potential against supernatural targets and arcane abilities of your choice. The ghostly shape allows the pet to turn into electroplasmic vapor as if it were a spirit. Mind-links allow pets and hunters to share their senses and thoughts telepathically. Arrow-swift allows pets to move very quickly, out-paced
creatures or other vehicles. For more details on the cohort, see page 96. Scout When you gather information to find the target location, you get a +1 effect. When you hide in a prepared position or use camouflage, you get +1d to scroll to avoid detection. The target can be a person, a destination, a good ambush place, goods, etc.66survivor PLAYBOOK: HOUNDFrom hard-won experiences or supernatural rituals, you are immune to poisonousmiasma from the plains of death and able to leafy on strange flora and faunathere. You get +1 box of stress. This ability gives you
an extra stress box, so you have 10 instead of 9. The maximum number of stress boxes a PC can have (of any number of abilities or additional special enhancements) is 12,000 because kukuPenalties of danger is one less severe level (although level 4 damage is still fatal). With this ability, the danger of level 3 does not paralyze you; instead you take -1d to your roll (as if it were a level 2 hazard). The danger of level 2 affects you as if it were level 1 (less effect). Danger level 1 is not on you (but you still write it on your sheet, and have to recover to heal it). Note the
dangers at the original level—for healing purposes, the original danger level applies.vengefulYou get an additional xp trigger: you get a reply against someone who hurts you or someone you care about. If your crew helps you get a return, also markcrew xp. SEpasang pistol HOUND ITEMSFine: A pair of suitable pistols, made for greater accuracy, with a double barrel that for two shots before reloading. Was your gun made by Kardera's Daughters, Templeton&amp;amp; Slane, Imperial Forge, or some other weapons expert? How do they stand out from the average gun?
[1 load] Fine long rifle: A well-made hunting rifle, lethal over long distances, not underestimated at close range. Long guns are usually illegal for private citizens in Doskvol, but you have (real or forged) military documents for this one. [2 loads] Electroplasmic ammunition: A bandolier of electroplasmic ammunition, especially potent against spirits, but less effective against physical targets. The electrical charge is enough to stun a person, but not least real damage. Some blows may immobilize human targets. The ammunition is highly reactive in the ghost field—creating a 4
o'clock called The Spirit Warden's Attention and ticking it off for each operation in which it is used. [1 load] Trained pet hunters: Your animal companion obeys your orders and anticipates your actions. Cohort (Expert: Hunter). Spyglass: A brass tube with a lens that allows long-distance vision. Folded. Maybe stick to the rifle. [1 load] 67leech PLAYBOOK: LEECHA saboteur and technicians The world is built on industry, and the underworld is no different. Leeches are the one who refines drugs, repairs the essence of arcane, builds bombs, bandages wounds, and forges
tools of criminal trafficking — and knowing how to make something also means knowing how to solve it. When you play Leeches, you get xp when you overcome challenges with skill or polytechnic chaos. Duskwall is a city full of industrial machinery, fire craft, plumbing, and electrical systems for you to bend to sabotage your goals. Take off your gear and dirty your hands. Extensive training that makes Leeches rare and strange among the underworld class is disenfranchised —how do you learn your art? Which side of the coin do you like, the creation and recovery side, or
the side of possible destruction? STARTING THE ACTION SMART FRIENDS, RIVALS     Tinker Stazia, pharmacist. Perhaps     formerly turned to a legitimate alchemy business, or perhaps thestarting build otherwise? If you want some guidance when you're Veldren, a psychonaut. Perhaps your four-point action anassign and special addicts are too poisoned to ever return to ability, use one of these templates. clear thinking, or perhaps explorerDoctor. Empress +1, Proficiency +1, from psychedelic nature outside onlyStudy +2. Fisicker. Mortal
experience? Sapper, what's going on? +1 Study, +2 Survey, +1 Accident. Saboteur. Eckerd, the body thief. Maybe aViper. Prowl +2, Sway +2. Venomous. good source of raw materials? Witch. Attune +2, Learn +2.Alchemist. Jul, a blood merchant. What other weird clients do they have? Malista, a priest What is the forgotten god for which the Malistas give their services? 69LEECH SPECIAL ABILITIES alchemist When you create or create creations with alchemy features, you get +1 level of results into your roll (a (a 4/5, etc.). You start with one known custom formula.
Follow the Inventing procedure with GM (page 224) to determine your first specific alkes formula. Analyst During downtime, you get two ticks to distribute between each hour of a long-term project involving investigation or studying a new formula or design plan. Artificer When you create or create creations with spark-craft features, you get +1 level of results into your roll (1-3 to 4/5, etc.). You start with one known custom design. Follow the Inventing procedure with GM (page 224) to determine your first spark-craft design. Your fortitude can take out your special armor to
withstand the consequences of fatigue, weakness, or chemical effects, or to push yourself when working with technical skills or dealing with alchemy. When you use this ability, check the custom armor box on your playbook sheet. If you reject the consequences of the appropriate kind, you avoid them completely. If you use this ability to push yourself, you get one of its benefits (+1d, +1 effect, acting although it is very dangerous) but you do not take 2 stress. Your special armor is restored at the beginning of downtime. Ghost ward When you damage the area with arcane
substances, damaging it for other uses, it becomes anesthetic or appeals to the spirit (your choice). If you make anesthesia area for the spirit, they will do all they can to avoid it, and will suffer torment if forced inside the area. If you create an area of interest to the spirit, they will look for it and linger in the area, and will suffer torment if forced to leave. This effect lasts for several days in an area the size of a small room. Very strong or ready spirits can roll up their quality or magnitude to see how well they are able to withstand the effects. Your fisicker can play around with
bone, blood, and body humor to treat wounds or stabilize the dying. You can study malady or corpses. Everyone on your crew (including you) gets +1d for their healing treatment rolls. Knowledge of anatomy and healing is a rare and esoteric thing at Duskwall. Without this ability, any treatment attempt is likely to fail or make things worse. You can use this ability to provide first aid (Rolling Tinker) to allow your patients to ignore hazard penalties for an hour or two.70saboteur PLAYBOOK: LEECHWhen you Wreck, your work is much quieter than it should be and damageis
very hidden from regular inspections. You can drill holes in things, melt things with acid, even use medled explosives, and it will all be very quiet and very difficult to drugs or toxins (from your bandolier stock) where you have become. You can push yourself to take it out through your skin or saliva or exhale as steam. When you push yourself to activate this ability, you still get one of the normal benefits of pushing yourself (+1d, +1 effect, etc.) if you make a roll, in addition to special abilities. You choose a type of drug or poison poison You get this ability. You can change the
drug or poison by completing a long-term project. Only one drug or poison can be chosen — you cannot become immune to essence, oil, or other alchemy. LEECH ITEMSFine play tools: A well-made set of tools for detailed mechanical work. A loupe of jewelry. Measuring instrument. [1 load] Subtle destructive tools: A special set of tools for sabotage and destruction. Strong little drill. Hammers and steel spikes. A prybar. Electropilasm batteries, clamps, wires. Bottles of acid. Fire torch cutters and fuel tanks. [2 load] Blowgun &amp;amp; darts, syringes: Small tubes and
filled darts from an alchemy flask. Syringe is empty. [0 load] Bandolier: The straps are worn all over the body, equipped with special padded alcahest bags to accommodate three alchemy binding oil agents or fire craft bombs. When you use Drift Oil alchemy or a bomb from a bandolier, choose one of the Drown Powders from the list on the right (or one of Eyeblind's custom-made Poison formulas). See page 226 for more information on fire oil alchemy and bombs. During downtime, you automatically recharge your bandolier grenades, as long as you have reasonable
Quicksilver access to suppliers or workshops. [1 load] Skullfire Poison Smoke BombGadgets: You can create gadgets during Spark downtime (medicine) by playing around with tools and materials. See Poison Gadgets Stalled, page 227. Track loads for any Trance Powder gadgets you deploy during surgery. [1+ load] 71lurk PLAYBOOK: LURKA stealth intruders and thievesThere is no longer sunlight — the world plunges into eternal night. Therein are those who believe in the dark, They are thieves, spies, intruders, thecut-throats— commonly called Lurks.When you play
Lurks, you get xp when you overcome challenges with stealth evasion. Stay out of sight, sneak past your enemies, and attack from theshadows. If things go wrong, there is no shame in disappearing into the darkness... For now. Your biggest allies are the dark and detour city, the dark streets of ink, the itsrooftop paths. How did you learn the secret art of Lurk? Which aspects do you describe the most? Invisible bystanders, spying on the unthrouted? Adroit acrobatics, racingacross roof? Deadly ambush predator, waiting for the victim in the dark? STARTED THE ACTION
SHADY FRIENDS, RIVALS     Telda, a beggar. Perhaps a mentor     prowl who taught you your skills, or perhaps a sneak-thief rival?started building Darmot, a blue suit. Maybe smartIf you want some guidance when you officer your damaged many times, set four points of your action and special or maybe long turned around, using one of these templates. The law is not a crime? Acrobat. Empress +2, Finesse +1,Sway +1. Traces of the Devil. Frake, locksmith. Maybe anAssassin expert. Hunting +2, Skirmish +2. You went to that house. Maybe the
master invented the KeyBurglar. +2 survey, Finesse +1, to beat you? Tinker +1. Rogue Intruder. Skirmish +2, Roslyn Kellis, a nobleman. Maybe AnConsort +2. Daredevil, what's going on? Old friend and confidant, or maybe one of your espionage victims, bent on revenge? Petra, a city clerk. Maybe a good source of information? Your 73LURK SPECIAL CAPABILITY Intruder is not affected by quality or Level when you pass security measures. This ability lets you compete with higher level enemies with the same footing. When you break a safe, pick a key, or sneak past an
elite guard, your level of effect is never reduced due to your superior level or the level of quality of your opposition. Are you a famous safe cracker? Did people tell you about how you slipped under the noses of two Chief Inspectors, or was your extraordinary talent yet to be discovered? Ambush When you attack from hiding or spring traps, you get +1d into your reels. This ability benefits from preparation — so don't forget you can do it in flashbacks. daredevil When you roll a desperate action, you get +1d into your roll if you also take -1d for each resistance roll against the
consequences of your actions. This particular ability is a bit of a gamble. Dead bonuses help you, but if you suffer the consequences, they may be more expensive to refuse. But hey, you're brave, so it's no big deal, right? Your devil's move can encourage yourself to do one of the following: perform athletic feats that verges on superhumans —maneuvering to confuse your enemies so that they mistakenly attack each other. When you push yourself to activate this ability, you still get one of the normal benefits of pushing yourself (+1d, +1 effect, etc.) if you make a roll, in
addition to special abilities. If you perform athletic feats (running, falling, balance, climbing, etc.) that verges on superhumans, you may climb surfaces that don't have good handrails, fall safely from falling three floors, jump surprising distances, etc. If you maneuver to confuse your enemies, they attack each other for a moment before they realize their mistake. GM might make a luck roll to see how badly they harm or interfere with each other. Skill Select one of your action ratings. When you lead a group action using such actions, you can only suffer 1 stress at most,
regardless of the number of failed rolls. This special ability is great for covering your team. If they are all terrible at actions you like, you don't have to worry about suffering a lot of stress when you lead the action their.74ghost veil PLAYBOOK: LURKYou can shift partially to the ghost field, into shadows and indyantial for a while. Take 2 stress when you shift, plus 1 stress for each extrafeature: it lasts for a few minutes rather than moments — you don't look a bit of a shadow — you can float in the air like a ghost. This ability turns you into an intangible shadow for a while. If
you spend stress, you can extend the effect to additional benefits, which can increase your position or effect to roll action, depending on the circumstances, as usual.reflexEsWhen there is a question of who acts first, the answer is you. This ability gives you initiative in most situations. Some specially trained NPCs (and some demons and spirits) may also have reflexes, but otherwise you're always the first to act, and can annoy others trying to beat you to the punch. This ability usually does not negate the need to make the action roll that you have to make, but it can
improve your position or effect.shadowYou can pull out your special armor to withstand the consequences of orsecurity action detection, or to push yourself to athletic or stealth achievements. When you use this ability, check the custom armor box on your playbook sheet. If you reject the consequences of the appropriate kind, you avoid them completely. If you use this ability to push yourself, you get one of its benefits (+1d, +1 effect, acting although it is very dangerous) but you do not take 2 stress. Your special armor is restored at the beginning of downtime. LURK
ITEMSFind locking: A well-crafted set of tools to disable and avoid keys. [0 load] Fine shadow cloak: A hooded robe made of rare Iruvia shadow silk that blends with the darkness around it. This item increases your effect level as you slip. [1 load] Light climbing equipment: A well-made set of climbing equipment that is less large and heavy than a standard set. [1 load] Standard climbing equipment is 2 loads. Silence potion bottle: A golden liquid bottle that negates all sounds in a 10 step drinker for a span of a while. [0 load] Dark glasses: An arcane device that allows the
wearer to look in pitch black as if it were well lit. [1 load] 75slide PLAYBOOK: A subtle MANIPULATOR SLIDEA and spyIt's say that the primitive substance of the world is not just a problem or an oddity, it's a lie. Everything we do, everything we care about, everything we value — all our lies tell each other and ourselves. The world is fabrication, fiction is aconvenient, storytelling — and storytellers are Slides.When you play Slides, you get xp when you overcome challenges with perception or influence. Talk the way you're in trouble, then talk your way out. Pretend to be
someone you're not. Bluff, lie, and manipulate to get your way. Every problem ends up being a problem because people—and people are the instruments in which you play your music. Is there something right about you, at your core? Or are you what all you need forbe, day to day? Are all your relationships just gambits that you play for? STARTED THE ACTION SLY FRIENDS, A RIVAL     Bryl, a drug dealer. Perhaps a woman     can be relied upon to make contact with the underworld, or perhaps an old partner with a grudge?start building Bazso Baz, a
gang leader. Perhaps aIf you want some guidance when you paramour pursue your affections, orassign orassign four point action and maybe a special ex-lover, now scorned?ability, use one of these templates. The siren. Attune +2, Empress +1, Klyra, a tavern owner. Maybe aProwl +1. Trust me. a good source for gossip? Prestige. Finesse +2, Prowl +2.Mesmerism. Nyryx, a whore. Maybe Grifter. Empress +1, Finesse +2, informant to trigger potential signs,Study +1. Something Small on or maybe a rival manipulator? Side.spy. Prowl +2, Finesse +1, Harker, prison bird.
Maybe a friendSkirmish +1. &amp;Robes; Dagger. The one you helped in prison or maybe the enemy who hurt you while you served? ROOK 77SLIDE SPECIAL ABILITIES Rook's gambit Take 2 emphasizes rolling up your best action rating when performing different actions. Let's say how you tailor your skills to this use. These are the capabilities of jack-of-all-trades. If you want to try many different types of actions and still have a good dice pool to roll, this is a special ability for you. &amp;Robe; Dagger When you use disguises or other forms of veiled misapproanage,
you get +1d for reels to confuse or deflect suspicion. When you throw away your disguise, the resulting surprise gives you the initiative in the situation. This ability gives you the opportunity to get out of trouble more easily if a covert operation goes hay. In addition, don't forget your subtle incognito kit items, which enhance the effect of your perforated fraud method. Your ghostly voice knows the secret method of interacting with a ghost or demon as if it were a normal human being, regardless of how wild or wild it appears. You get potential when communicating with the
supernatural. The first part of this ability gives you permission to do something that is usually impossible: when you talk to the spirit, it is always listening and understanding you, even if otherwise it would be too bestial or crazy to do so. The second part of the ability to enhance your effect when you use social actions with the supernatural. Like looking in the mirror you can always tell when someone is lying to you. This ability works in all situations without restrictions. It's very powerful, but also a bit of a curse. You see though every lie, even a good one. a little something
next to At the end of each phase of downtime, you get +2 deposits. Since this money comes at the end of downtime, once all downtime actions are completed, you cannot remove it from your savings and spend it on additional activities until your next phase of downtime. Mesmerism When you shake someone, you can cause them to forget that it happens until they interact next with you. The victim's memory shimmers of lost time, so it's not suspicious that have forgotten something. When you next interact with the victim, they remember everything clearly, including the
strange effects of this ability.78subterfuge PLAYBOOK: SLIDEYou can pull out your special armor to reject the consequences of suspicion orpersuasion, or to push yourself to subterfuge. When you use this ability, check the box on your playbook sheet. If you reject the consequences of the appropriate kind, you avoid them completely. If you use this ability to push yourself, you get one of its benefits (+1d, +1 effect, acting although it is very dangerous) but you do not take 2 stress. Your special armor is restored at the beginning of downtime.trust in meYou get +1d vs. the
target with whom you have intercourse. This ability is not just for social interaction. Each action can get a bonus. Intimate is for you and the group to define, it doesn't need to exclusively mean romantic intimacy. SLIDE ITEMFind &amp;clothing Jewelry: Clothes that seem to make it okay to pass you off as a wealthy nobleman. [0 load] If you bring this item as a second outfit to change, it counts as 2 loads. Fine disguise kit: A theatrical make-up kit equipped with an impressive array of expert equipment to fool the eye. The smooth quality of this kit can enhance the effect of
your fraudulent actions when you use it. [1 load] Well-loaded dice, trick cards: Gambling accouterment is subtly altered to support certain results. The smooth quality of this kit can enhance the effect of your fraudulent actions when you use it. [0 load] Trance powder: A dose of a popular drug, which induces a changing mental state. The victim of this powder is not completely unconscious, but rather retreats into a calm and recommended mental state, similar to hypnosis. [0 load] A cane-sword: His slim sword and sheath, disguised as a nobleman's kans. Disguises will fool a
cursory inspection. [1 load] 79spider PLAYBOOK: SPIDERA the cunning mastermind The underworld may appear on the surface to be a series of chaotic wars and bloody deeds, but it has a beautiful sequence for those who are able to see it. This pattern is a web of connections, favors, grudges, and secrets that bind the criminal world together. the picking strands of thisweb are known as Spiders.When you play Spiders, you get xp when you overcome challenges with calculations or conspiracies. Contact your contacts, friends, and colleaguesto arrange for your crew to
succeed. Use your downtime and flashback activities carefully to prepare for problems and calculate the angle of success. When things go wrong, don't panic, and remember: you planned for this. Are you encoded in the network of favors and debts that you exploit as Spiders, or do you carefully refrain, as a cold predator on the web? STARTED THE ACTION SHREWD FRIENDS, RIVAL      studied Salia, an information broker. Perhaps     a reliable contact for underworld work, or perhaps a soldstarting ex-partner building you out? If you want some
guidance when you Augus, a master architect. May set four action points and specialized good sources to build schemability, use one of these templates. and details of history, or perhaps aThe Arbitrator. Attune +2, Study +1, the rival that designed the security measures? Sway +1. Contract Ghost.The Ghost.The Command +2, Jennah, a waitress. Maybe goodSurvey +2. Foresight. source for gossip among the upper classes? Convicted. Command +1,Skirmish +2, Sway +1. Prison bird. Riven, chemist. Probably a good operator. Prowl +2, Tinker +2. source of medicines
for recovery? Mastermind. Jeren, a Bluecoat archivist. Maybe a double agent in City Watch, or maybe an overly curious officer, interested in your crimes? 81SPIDER SPECIAL ABILITY forward Twice per score you can help teammates without paying for stress. Explain how you're ready for this. You can tell the events of the past that helped your teammates now, or you can explain how you expect this situation and plan the useful contingency you are expressing now. Count Because of your careful planning, during downtime, you can give yourself or other crew members
+1 downtime activity. If you forget to use this ability during downtime, you can still turn it on during scores and flashbacks to previous downtime when additional activity occurs. connected During downtime, you get a yield rate of +1 when you acquire assets or reduce heat. Your array of underworld connections can be utilized for loan assets, tapping vendors to give you better deals, intimidating witnesses, etc. Allies who join you might do the same. If you indulge your representative and roll 4, you can increase the result to 5 or 6, or you can reduce the result to 3 or 2
(perhaps to avoid overindulgence). Allies who join you don't need to have the same representatives as you, only one can be pampered with you somehow. ghost contracts When you shake a deal or arrange it in writing, you and your partner—human or other—both have your vows. If both of them break the contract, they take level 3 danger, Damned. The swearing mark is clear to anyone who sees it (perhaps a magic rune appears on the skin). When you suffer from cursed danger, you are paralyzed by survival: leged muscles, hair loss, bleeding from the eyes and ears,
etc., until you fulfill the agreement or find a way to heal the curse.82jail bird PLAYBOOK: SPIDERWhen incarcerated, your desire level counts as 1 less, your level as 1 more,and you get +1 factional status with the faction you help while you are inside , other than anything you get from the containment roll. Zero is the minimum desired level; This ability cannot make the level you want negative. See the Containment scroll, page 148.mastermindYou can pull out your special armor to protect your teammates, or to push yourselfwhen you gather information or work on a long-
term project When you use this ability, check the custom armor box on your playbook sheet. If you protect your teammates, this ability negates or reduces the severity of the consequences or dangers that your teammates face. You don't need to be present to use this ability—say how you prepared for this in the past. If you use this ability to push yourself, you get one of its benefits (+1d, +1 effect, acting although it is very dangerous) but you do not take 2 stress. Your special armor is restored at the beginning of downtime.weave webYou get +1d to the Empress when you
collect information about the target to score. You get +1d to the engagement roll for that operation. Your underworld connection network can always be leveraged to gain insights into work—even when your contacts don't realize they're helping you. SPIDER ITEMSFine includes identities: Documents, stories and rumors are planted, and fake relationships are enough to pass as different people. [0 load] Fine whisky bottles: A rare distillation of your personal collection, potent both in alcohol and its ability to impress. [1 load] Blueprints: Folio useful architectural drawings and
city plans. Feel free to determine which package you are carrying when selecting this item. [1 load] Bottle of the essence of sleep: A sufficient dose of the essence of sleep to put a person to sleep for an hour. Sleeping victims are not supernatural, but in — they can be resurrected with some effort. [0 load] Concealed palm gun: Small firearm with weak charge, easily concealed in arm or waistcoat. This gun has a very limited range; Just a few feet. It is very difficult to detect your person, even if you are searched. [0 load] 83whisper PLAYBOOK: WHISPERAn arcane adept
and channelerDuskwall are haunted places — plagued by mischievous spirits consumed by revenge, by devious demons manipulating humans for their own insurmountable purposes, and even by alien horrors lurking in space just out of sight and for reasons. To go into this shadowy world without knowledge of arcane and occultis to walk unarmed into the enemy's lair. The Whispers are sentinels that watch the greater darkness - staring at emptiness so that others don't have to. When you play Whisper, you get xp when you overcome challenges with unknown or arcane
powers. Seek out the strange and dark forces and bend them into your needs. By being willing to deal with the trauma of the stress-intensive abilities of arcane, you will slowly remove part of yourself, and replace it with strength. Why are you chasing the whispering road? How do you develop your skills? Are you natural, do you learn and practice on your own, or do you have a mentor? STARTING A STRANGE FRIEND ACTION, RIVAL     studying Nyryx, the ghost owner. Maybe     which is good for the target, or perhaps a spirit that escapes from your
service?start building Scurlock, a vampire. Maybe aIf you want some guidance when you mentor, or perhaps a deadly rival?set four action points and you, use one of these templates. Setarra, demon. Maybe yourgis. Command +1, partner in a dark attempt, or perhapsStudy +1, Survey +2. Force. Entity you once controlled, looking for Cultist. +2 command, revenge? Empress +2. Occult.The Occult.The Occult Skirmish +2, Quellyn, witch. Maybe aWreck +2. Tempest. knowledgeable healer and clairvoyant, or Dark Scholar. Empress +1, maybe your student leftStudy +1,
Tinker +2. Ritual. More than bad blood? Flint, a spirit merchant. Perhaps a good source for arcane's unusual inventory, or perhaps a rival in duskwall's magical world? 85WHISPER SPECIAL ABILITIES force you can Attune into the ghost field to force nearby ghosts to appear before you and obey the commands you give. You are not supernaturally scared by ghosts you call or try to force (though your allies may). GM will tell you if you feel a ghost nearby. Otherwise, you can gather information (perhaps Attune, Survey, or Study) to try to find information. By default, the
ghost wants to fulfill its need for the essence of life and proper revenge. When you force it, you can give it general or specific commands, but the more common it is (like Protect me) the more ghosts will interpret it to its own liking. Your control over the ghost lasts until the command is fulfilled, or until a day passes, whichever comes first. Your ghostly mind is always aware of the supernatural entity before you. Take +1d whenever you collect information about the supernatural in any way. iron will you be immune to the terror that some supernatural entity poses to the view.
When you create a resistance roll with Resolve, grab +1d. With this ability, you don't freeze or escape when faced with any kind of supernatural entity or strange supernatural event. Occultist you know the secret way to get along with ancient powers, forgotten gods, or demons. Once you get along with one, you get +1d for the Cult Commandments that worship it. Associating with a particular entity may require special preparation or travel to a specific place. GM will notify you of any requirements. You get a dead bonus for your Commandments reels because you can show
secret knowledge or influence over entities when you interact with cults. Rituals you know arcane methods to perform magic rituals. You can learn occult rituals (or create new one) to summon supernatural or creature effects. You start with one ritual already studied. Without these special abilities, ritual studies and practices make you truly vulnerable to the strength you endurance. Such efforts are not recommended. For more details, see Rituals, p. 222. Strange method When you create or create creations with arcane features, get +1 level results to your reels (1-3 to 4/5,
etc.. ). You start with one familiar arcane design. Follow discovery procedure with GM (page 224) to determine your first arcane design.86tempest PLAYBOOK: can encourage yourself to do any of the following: unleash a stroke of the weapon asa lightning — call a storm around you (heavy rain, rumbling, thick fog, cold ice and snow, etc.. ). When you encourage yourself to activate this ability, you still get one of these Normal benefits push yourself (+1d, +1 effect, etc.) if you make a roll, in addition to special abilities. When you release lightning as a weapon, GM will
describe its level of effect and significant collateral damage. If you unleash it in battle against enemies that threaten you, you'll still roll in battles (usually with Attune). When you call a storm, GM will describe the extent of its effects. If you use this power as a cover or distraction, it may be maneuvering team work settings, using Attune.wardedYou can pull out your special armor to counter supernatural consequences, or topush yourself when you compete with or use arcane power. When you use this ability, check the custom armor box on your playbook sheet. If you reject
the consequences, this ability negates or reduces their severity. If you use this ability to push yourself, you get one of its benefits (+1d, +1 effect, acting although it is very dangerous) but you do not take 2 stress. Your special armor is restored at the beginning of downtime. WHISPER ITEMSFine lightning hook: A two-handed long pole with a heavy wire loop at the end, connected to an electroplasmic capacitor. Suitable for grappling with the spirit and dragging it into a bottle of spirit. This custom-made hook collapses into a compact shape, reducing its load to 1, albeit two
hands. [1 load] Fine spirit mask: Arcane items that allow trained users to see supernatural energy in great detail. It also provides some measure of protection against ghost ownership. Every spirit mask is unique. What's your face like? What makes it weird and disturbing to see? [1 load] Bottle spirit (2): Arcane device used to trap spirits. Metal and crystal cylinders, the size of bread. [1 load] Ghost key: An arcane device that can open ghost doors. There are echoes of entire cities, all ages, trapped in ghost fields. Sometimes the door to the place can be found. [0 load]
Demonbane charm: Arcane trinkets that the devil prefers. [0 load] 872CHARACTERS STANDARD ITEMS Burglary Gear: A set of lockpicks. A little pry-bar. Oil bottle to silence A Blade or Two: Maybe you're carrying a creaking hinge. Wire coils and simple combat knives. Or two curved fishing hooks. Small bags of fine sand. Sword. Or rapier and stilettos. Or heavy butcher's cleavage. [1 load] Climbing Equipment: Large coils of rope. A selection of your knives may reflect the small coils of your straps. Wrestling hooks. Legacy: small bags of chalk dust. A ascent to the north
(Akoros and Skovlan) utilizes knives with loops and metal rings. It tends to be broad, heavy, and single-edged. set of iron pitons and small hammers. In Severos, horse lords supported spears in battle[2 loads], but Their personal battles carry Documents: A collection of sleek volumes of distinctive double-edged daggers with great on a variety of topics, including the wide bar registry, often intricately written about nobility, nobility, Keep an eye on the commander, with the family history. and other famous citizens. Blank pages, In the Dagger Isles, corsairs are often ink bottles,
pens. A number of interesting uses of narrow, light blades are made for quick maps. [1 load] push—like rapier and stilettos. Arcane Implements: Bottle quicksilver. In Iruvia, curved blades are common; Bags of black salt. Anchor sharpened spirits on the outer edges like sabers, or small stone shapes. Bottles of spirits. sharpened on the deep edge, like a sickle. Electroplasmic bottle, designed to break the Throwing Knife: Six small, light and scattered on impact. [1 load] knife. [1 load] Subterfuge supplies: A make-A Pistol: Heavy kit, one shot, breech-up. A selection of blank
documents, loading firearms. Destroy at 20 ready for the forger's hand. Costume step, slow to recharge. [1 load] jewelry. Reversible robes and distinctive Big Guns: Weapons intended for hats. Fake office badge. [1 load] two hands. Battle axes, greatsword, demolition tools: Warhammer sledgehammer, or arm pole. Hunts and iron spikes. It's hard training. Crowbar. Rifle. A blunderbuss. Bow or bow [2 loads]. [2 loads] Tinkering Tools: An assortment for Unusual Weapons: Curiosity or detailed mechanical work tools: jewelry turns into weapons. Whips, flails, loupes,
tweezers, small hammers, pliers, axes, shovels, long chains, screwdrivers, etc.[1 load] razor-edged fans, steel-tipped boots. Lantern: Simple oil lantern, luxurious electroplasmic lamp [1 load], or other lightweight Armor: Source of thick leather tunic plus. [1 load] reinforced gloves and boots. [2 loads] Spiritbane charm: Little Arcane +Weight: Addition of chain letters, trinkets that ghosts prefer. metal plates, metal steering wheels. [3 loads] [0 load] The burden for heavy armor is in addition to normal armor — a total of 5 loads. 882 Devil in STANDARD ITEM detailsIf you want
to include the advantages of specific details of your item (range, speed, etc.), consider Devil's Bargain relating to detail. You can take +1d with your spear if you keep falling back to keep it at bay, but you have to move to a street where people will see what happens. You can take +1d with your dagger, nearby, to shank him repeatedly, but you will be completely covered in blood. There's no way to hide that from other party guests. Also, consider how this item affects your position and/or effect. If you're unarmedand you're grappling with a knife-wielding one, your position
may be desperate. If it tries to rush you when you have your gun out, your position is controlled. Assess the details you're interested in when considering positions and effects. 893 kruCHAPTER3STARTING A LEGACYRegardless about how the crew came to be formed, they all have similarities: they exist to create a legacy that will survive beyond founding members. When you start a crew with your partner, you intend to build something (hopefully) will live in the past scope of your own criminal career. This is why we have aseparate character sheets for the crew —
tracking their development, growth, and intelligence. In a sense, the crew is the central figure in the story we will tell about doskvol's underworld. will come and go — burned because of totrauma, or killed, or forever lost because of their ugliness, or, if they are very lucky, go to some comfortable retirement — but the crew brings on. New blood comes in, new characters with new views and drives, new stories to be told. In this chapter, you'll learn about all the different types of crew in the game, and how to create a crew that fits the kind of criminal adventure that most
excited all players. Opposite: Many criminal groups make their homes in ancient underground canals in Doskvol. 91 91
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